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Election Only
Three Days Off
For 59 Hopefuls

Horse Show
Cantinues
Tonight

SHARP CONTRAST — Whether she's standing still or on the move, Trace'f GUT, of
Wingo, Ky. is a sharp contrast to her steed, Jupiter's Black Lady, during the Slow
Racking competition for Friday's performance of the Second annual Kentucky State
Charity Horse Show. Tonight's competition gets underway at 7:30 p. m. with the final
eleven dasses competing in the Western Kentucky livestock and Exposition Center.
(Staff Photo by Petr Wyro)

State Health Officials Encourage Measles Shots
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Kentucky
health officials are encouraging local
health departments to hold free massimmunization clinics against measles
and urging parents to take their
children, the state director of
preventive services says.
Kentucky is having a measles
epidemic, and parents who are not sure

their children are immune should
immediately have them vaccinated by
a physician or a health department, Dr.
Carlos Hernandez said Friday.
Hernandez said 489 cases have been
reported this month, mostly in Jefferson, Hardin, Green, Monroe,
McCreary and Marshall counties, and
many children thought to have been

about one in 1,000 cases, brain damage,
he said.
Many children have never been
immunized, he said, and many who
were vaceinated before the age of 15
months are no longer protected.
Also, vaccines have been improved
six-lee 1970, he said, and children immunized before then should be vaccinated again.
"We are encouraging those communities where measles is occurring ,to
very aggressively pursue an immunization campaign, and we are
willing to help them," Hernandez said. He said the Louisville-Jefferson
County , Health Department has
scheduled an immunization clinic
Monday, some 1,400 children were
vaccinated in a health department
discussion, Vance said both sides
clinic Thursday in Marshall County and
agreed the Geneva peace conference
free clinics also have been held recently
should be reconvened in the fall and
in Monroe and McCreary counties.
would "work to that end."
Hernandez said preventive services
He said American and Soviet
officials also were in touch Friday with
diplomats would hold month') some counties that have not reported
meetings to keep track of developments.. any measles cases yet.
"as we continue our discussions with
"We.encouraged them anyhow to get
the parties."
the word out that anyone who needs the
But the communique noted the
shot should come and get it and not wait
importance of careful preparation
for cases to occur," he said.
before the conference Meets." The
statement was seen as a Soviet concession to the Carter administration.
which has stressed the need for advance planning to insure the success of
the conference.
Carter said last month it would be
better to delay the conference if
prospects for an agreement seerne(1
poor. The Soviets have pressed for an
immediate resumption of the talks.
immune are not.

Other areas of the state also could
have outbreaks of the potential')
severe disease, known as "bad
measles, seven-day measles or red
measles," Hernandez said.
The ailment can have harmful side
effects, including deafness and, in

Vance Says 'General Agreement'
Reached With Soviets On Treaty
By BARRY SCHWE1D
Associated Press Writer
GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) —
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
announced today he had reached a
"general agreement" with Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko on a
"common framework of a new treaty to
limit nuclear weapons."
Summing up his three days of talks
with Gromyko, Vance told reporters the
two superpowers devised a three-tiered
approach that may impose temporary
restraints on the U.S. cruise missile and
the Soviet Backfire bomber.
The status of those, two weapons has
been the key issue blocking a new
treaty — SALT II — to replace the fiveyear old SALT I agreement which
expires Oct. 3.
The agreement would also include
cutbacks in both nations' weapons
arsenals and a commitment to begin
negotiating further reductions once the
new treaty expires in 1985.

Vance emphasized that "substantial
differences remain between the two
sides on a number of issues" before a
final treaty can be drafted and
submitted to the U.S. Senate.
He said further negotiations will be
continued in Geneva, at the ambassadorial level in Washington and
Moscow, and at another meeting with
Gromyko at a time and place to be
decided.
Vance said the framework agcepted
by the two sides included a treaty, a
three-year "protocol," and a
"statement of conduct" that would
pave the way for negotiations on a third
weapons agreement.
"In our judgment, the talks have
been both necessary, useful and also
constructive," Vance said. "Progress
has been made. We have reached
general agreement on a common
framework for the SALT II
agreement."
On the Middle East, the other topic of

One Section — 14 Pages
Over 100 lady golfers are expected for this year's
George Hart Ladies' Invitational golf tournament, to be
played. over the Murray Country Club's Course June 1.
For more information, see the story in today's Sports
Section, pages 7,8 and 9.

Clearing tonight. Partly cloudy
on Sunday with showers 'and
thundershowers likely. Lows
tonight in the mid 80s. Highs
Sunday in the low to mid 80s.
Winds light and variable tonight.
Rain chances 50 per cent tonight
and 70 per cent on Sunday.
..

Mayor of Murray — Incumbent John
E. Scott faces opposition from Melvin
B. Henley.
City County (Ward A) — Ten can-

didates, including four incumbents, are
seeking the six nominations for Murray
Common Council member from Ward
A.- They are: Loyd Arnold, Billy J.
Ballentine, Robert Downs, Dick
George, Ruby Hale, Amos Hill, James
R. Rice, Martha Sammons, Buel Stalls,.
Jr., and David Willis. The incumbents
are Arnold, Hale, Stalls and Willis. The
six Democratic nominees will be opposed by Republicans Stephen
Yargrough and Irma laFollette in the
November election.
City Council (Ward B) — Three Incumbents are opposed by 11 newcomers
in the Ward B race for six council
nominations. Listed on the ballot are
Debbie Boyd, Maurice P. Christopher,
Barry William Drew, William R.
Furches, Roy A. Harmon, Howard B.
Koenen, C. C. Lowry,- Carl R. Miller, J.
H. Hardeman Nix, Dr. J. D. Outland,
Sue U. Overbey, Johnny E. Rickman,
William M. Smith and Elbert A.
"Salty" Thomason. The incumbents
are Furches, Koenen and Lowry.
Republican candidate John Neubauer
will appear on the ballot with the six
Democratic nominees in the November
election.
Magistrate, District One — Five
candidates will be attempting to unseat
incumbent magistrate Charles Thomas
Bogard in the primary. Running
against Bogard are Roy L.- Balentine,
Clint Earl Colson, Joseph J. Dolchan,
Jr., Wayne Flora and Rex Ramsey.
Magistrate, District Three —
Incumbent magistrate Ralph Bogard is
challenged by Billy M. Erwin.
Magistrate, District Four —
Incumbent Dan Bazzelk is being opposed for the nomination by Steven
Alexander and Joshua "Josh" Tabers,
Sr.

Officers Search
For Escapee Here
Local law enforcement officials were
searching today for a prisoner who
escaped Yesterday afternoon while
being processed at Murray City Hall.
.Murray Police Department officials
said that Ira Ward, who had been
arrested in connection with stolen
payroll checks from MacDonald's,
escaped on foot while being fingerprinted Friday afternoon.
Ward had been arrested after
allegedly trying to cash one of the
stolen payroll checks at the Holiday Inn
here, police officials said. Ward was
reported to be an employe of
MacDonald's .who only recently had
moved to Murray.
MPD officials searched the downtown area of Murray thoroughly Friday
afternoon but were unsuccessful isn
their attempts to apprehend" the
suspect.
The incident occurred about 4 p. m.
Friday afternoon.

Acquittal Of
Warehouseman
May Be Appealed

inside today

clear and mild

Voters will decide on many of their
city and county elected officials on
Tuesday when ballots are cast in the
May Democratic Primary.
The names of 59 candidates will be
listed on the ballot here Tuesday. These
59 will seek the Democrat party
nomination to run in the November
general election.
In addition to the nominees selected
Tuesday, four unopposed candidates,
three Republicans, and two Independents will automatically appear on the
November ballot.
The unopposed Democratic nominees
are Sid Easley, who is running for
district judge; Charles Hale, property
valuation administrator; Kenneth C.
Imes, fifth district state representative; and Gil Hopson, Calloway
County Magistrate from the second
district.
The Republicans who will appear on
the November ballot are all running for
positions on the Murray City Council,
and include Stephen Yarbrough and
Irma LaFollette who are running from
Ward A and John Neubauer who is
running from Ward B.
Six Democrats from each ward will
be nominated for the city council in
next Tuesday's election. All residents of
Murray may vote for a maximum of six
candidates. from each Ward. Voters
cast ballots for both Wards, irregardless of the voter's address.
Independent candidates scheduled to
appear on the November ballot include
Ora Lee Lewis and Ted Alexander, who
have both filed for the Sheriff's race.
Here is a rundown of the candidates
For individual offices:
—
Executive
County-Judge
Incumbent Robert 0. Miller faces
opposition from George H. Weaks.
County Attorney — Donald A. Jones
and Max Parker are both running for
the post vacated by Sid Easley, who is
unopposed in his bid for district judge.
County Clerk — Incumbent Marvin
Harris faces opposition from Lorene
Falwell and Joe Ed Pritchett:
County Sheriff — The largest field of
any of Tuesday's county-wide races is
the Calloway County Sheriff's Race.
The ten candidates seeking the
Democratic nomination are David
Balentine, Joseph W. Beard, Jimmy E.
Cherry, Gerald Cohoon, James Ray
Hamilton, Jerry Lee Hoplthis, Bennie
Jackson, Billy J. Jones, Max Morris
and Gene D. Starks. Two other candidates for the post, Ora Lee Lewis and
Ted Alexander, have filed as independents and will appear on the
November ballot.
County Jailer — Incumbent Huel
"Wirnpy" Jones is opposed by Bill
Bailey and Billy Don Hamilton.
County Coroner — Two local men are
running for this position. They Art Carl
Jewell,and Thomas I. Walker.

today's index
Local Scene
Horoscopes
Outdoor Lore
Sports
Dear Abby
Crossword
Comics
Classifieds
Deaths & Funerals

3,4
4, 10
6
7,8,9
11
11
11
12,13
14

LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP, -- Th,
Kentucky Agriculture Department 1,
studying whether it can appeal the
acquittal of a Maysville,
warehouseman who had been charged
with illegally kicking back part of the
fees he received from farmers selIir
burley at his warehouse.
Sanford Parker and his Banni:r
Warehouse Co. had been charged with
the misdemeanor last December as
part of a crackdown by the state
Department of Agriculture against
illegal rebates.
James E. Clarkson, a MaysvillJ
attorney who acted as special judge in
Mason Circuit Court, said that althou0-.
there appeared to be a special system
of payments from the warehouse t,,
farmers, there was no "intentional
violation" of the state law that forbids
warehouses from offering rebates te
attract farmers.
1.

WIN'S COMMISSION: 21.T William B. Heise, son of Mrs. Edith Heise, 1511 Johnson Blvd., Murray, was among eight
Reserve Officers Training Corps(ROTC)cadets commissioned in the U. S. Army at Murray State University May 14.
Shown pinning the bars of his rank on his shoulders ape hivnother, on the left, and his wife, the former Glv!Ida A.
Beard of Paducah. Ii. Heise, who received a degree in general business from the university the same day, will report
July 11 at Fort Eustis, Va., for additional training with the Transportation Corps. A distinguished military graduate he
also was presented with the sabre of his father, the late Navy U. Paul R. Heise, by his mother during the cervonies.
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Elect a Murray
Calloway County
Man For a Murray
Calloway Job!(led

RKER

The man with roots in a community has a special obligation to the
people of that community to do his very best for them.
Gail, Conrad and I were all born in Calloway County and have lived here
all our lives except when we were in Louisville while I was in law school
and getting a start in law practice.
I have four years of good solid experience as a lawyer. Not as a professor
in a university classroom but in the courtroom before a judge and jury
where it counts. This is where your county attorney must perform well for
you so that the police officer who makes an arrest does not lose the case
in the courtroom.
I will work closely with the sheriff's department and the Murray Police
Department to help insure that their actions are legal and will hold up in
court when the trial date comes.
I am the only candidate educated in a Kentucky law school
I have four years of experience as a high school teacher to draw upon in
serving as your representative in juvenile court.
Those of you who have occasion to come in contact with the county attorney's office, either as a defendant or a witness, will receive the same fair
and impartial treatment whether you are rich or poor, black or white, and
regardless of whether I know you.
I promise you four of the best years of my life working to make Murray
and Calloway County an even better place to live for you, me, and our
children.

Galloway County
Attorney

4, Box 162, Murray, Ky.
Paid for by the Mar-Parker Campaign, Gail Parker Treasurer, Route

•
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Miss Diane Rhoades
Honored With Shower

ow*
‘11.1,••:. COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Lesson On 'Discipline' Presented Br Neal Tanner
GT ell
Mrs. Hancock At Club Meet Speak For Nurses

Saturday, May 21
The Suburban Homemakers were, Mrs. Robert Hendon,
Creative Arts Department,
Murray Shrine Club will Murray Woman's Club, will met May !Oat 7:00 p. m. in the Mrs, Learon McGary, Mrs.
Kentucky
Nurse
Stark, Kathie Broach, and view.
have a dinner meeting at the meet for a brunch and open home of Mrs. Prentice Dunn Lenin. Rogers, Mrs. Harry Association District No. 13 wi
Sandy Bibb as hostesses.
Refreshments of punch, Colonial House Smorgasbord meeting at 9:30
a. in. A with the president, Mrs. Russel, and Mrs. Jack Wilson. meet at the Holiday I
The honoree wore a red cake, nuts and mints were at 6:30 p. m.
display of arts and crafts will Holmes Dunn presiding.
Mrs. Dunn and her co- Mayfield, on Thursday, Ma
gabardine suit and had a served at the table covered
be shown.
Mrs. Prentice Dunn gave hostess, Mrs. Hendon. served 26, at seven p.m.
hostesses' gift corsage of with a lace cloth over yellow
Tryouts for both boys and
the devotion with the thought cake, Cokes and
Neal Tanner, chief oR
lemonade at
white daisies. She opened her and centered with an girls will be held at the
being "A Seeking Mother." the close of the meeting.
physical therapy at MurrayA
many gifts for the guests to arrangement of spring Kirksey Baseball Club field
Pap Smear Clinic will be She also read the minutes and
The next meeting will be Calloway County Hospital'
daisies.
with the girls at ten a. m and held at the Calloway County gave the treasurer's report.
June 13 in the home of Mrs. will discuss new development0
Health
Fifteen persons were the boys at eleven a. m.
Center from one to
A short business meeting
in physical therapy includin
three p. m. Call 753-3381 for an was held and plans were Max Farley, 316 Woodlawn, at the LIDC,
present or sent gifts.
TNS, Extremit
7:30 p. in.
Saturday, May 21
appointment.
discussed for the family picnic
Pump, and Biofeedback.
Cruising Class Regatta will
which will be held sometime in
Roast duck is delicious All registered nurses ar
open with registration at eight
From Mower Trevethoo
served with sauerkraut that has invited to attend, a spokesmang
June.
a. m. at Kenlake Sailing Club
CHATMAN BOY
Mrs. Roy Hancock gave the been simmered with onion and saisi.
Reservations for ladies day
_Mr. and Mrs. Rod Chatman marina.
lesson on "Discipline" with all apple.
luncheon
at
the
Murray
A
BRIDE ,
New books at the Calloway
FOR of 405 Spruce Street,
•
•
members participating in the
Country Club for
.•
County Public Library include BEDIVERE, by Hilary Ford. Clarksdale, Ms., are the
Little River Canoe Tour will should be made Wednesday discussion. Mrs. Leon Adams
by today with
Harper.
the following:
parents of a baby boy, Rodney start at lake Barkley Marina Mrs. Dan C. Hutson.
read the landscape notes on
When Jane learns the cold- David, weighing eight pounds at 8:30 a. m.
HOW
TO
GET
IT
.•
the correct way .to prune
TOGETHER WHEN YOUR blooded purpose for which she 511 ounces, measuring 19"2
shrubs.
Recovery,
Inc.,
will
meet
at
PARENTS ARE COMING has been brought to the great inches, born on Friday, May 6,
Seniority Salute for senior First Presbyterian Church,
Other members present
APART, by Arlene Richards. estate of Carmaliot, she finds at the Northwest Mississippi citizens
will start at Center 16th and Main Streets, at 7:30
McKay.
a cruel bargain made by her Regional Medical Center, Station,
Land Between the p. in. Interested persons are
This book is addressed to prowd cousin Sir Donald Clarksdale.
Lakes, at ten a. m.
invited.
young people who might need Bedivere.
MONOGRAM YOUR WALL—to creative
The father is First Assistant
*an on. shows initial, two or Woe
SO GET ON WITH IT, by Manager of Kuhns Big K. The
help in coping with the
Chapter M of the PEO will
Adult
or a isnola earn.' Hand-coroed
Great
Books
PADUCAH PATIENT
stresses and confusion of their Marilee Weisman. Doubleday. mother taught in the have a luncheon at twelve
of solid kiln-dried wood with Mart
DiscussiorrGr
oup
will
meet
at
James
Hudspeth
of Kirksey
Ournt-grain finish. lust lito
For people in wheelchairs, Mississippi Private School noon at the home of Mrs. H. L.
parents' marital troubles.
the
you've seal in Mat todsous 11/ apartment.
THE
COMPLETE this sports book will provide Association.
Oakley with Mrs. Lewis at Calloway Public Library has been a patient at Lourdes
About
641" lii,Ii. seven p. in.
Hospital, Paducah.
SHOWER PARTY BOOK, by recognition of proof that it's
Maternal grandparents are Bossing as cohostess.
soolel‘Ndagi
Wood &Jaded
Margaret
Gleeson. ability and not disability that Mr. and Mrs. David Rudell
0"
, erela
HOSPITAL PATIENT
counts.
Doubleday.
Square and round dancing
Mirror
Parks of Murray, and
Mrs: Rodney Lowe of
PLANT paternal grandparents are will be held at the Woodmen of
ORGANIC
If you are wondering about a
Tuesday, May 24
Murray has been dismissed
question of etiquette, need a PROTECTION. Rodale.
oak Grove Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Yates of the World Hall at 7:30 p. m.
A comprehensive reference Water Valley. A maternal
tasty recipe or want a new
WMU will meet at the home of from Lourdes Hospital,
(Next To Tucker TV Service)
open sun 14
theme for your next party, this on controlling insects and great grandfather is Prentice
Eagle Court of Honor for Jane Morton at seven p. m. Paducah.
diseases in the garden, or- Thomas of Murray.
45
and
book is for you.
Boy Scout Troops 13
TOO YOUNG TO DIE, by chard, and yard — without
v:ith Senator Wendell Ford as
Murray TOPS Club will
BRANDON GIRL
Francine Klagsbrun. chemicals.
special guest will be at the meet at seven p. m. at the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank First - United
THE ARTIST'S HANDMethodist Health Center.
Roughton.
Ms. Klagsbrun has said her BOOK OF MATERIALS AND Brandon of Murray Route Church at 3:30 p. m.
purpose in writing this book is TECHNIQUES, by Ralph Four are the parents of a baby
ELECTION DAY. Exercise
girl,
Christina
Dawn,
that straightforward, non- Mayer. Viking.
Flea market will be held by your right to vote.
Written to cover everything weighing six pounds, 5b2 the Martin's Chapel United
sensational information about
suicide can help young-people the artist uses — from canvas ounces, measuring 111',2 in- Methodist Church Women at
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
and their parents to un- to fixatine — this volume is ches, born on Tuesday, May the church starting at eight a. the Woodmen of the World will
derstand and even prevent the completely revised to note the 17, at 3:44 p.m. at the Murray- m.
meet, with Martha Andrus at
evergrowing numbers of teen- changes in the technology of Calloway County Hospital.
seven p. m.
They have two other
Artists' materials.
age suicide.
Sunday, May 22
children, Kenneth Dwayne,
Mr. and.. Mrs. Chester 1.4 Murray Quota Club will,.
age eight,.and Edward Dean, Robinson of Hazel will be meet
at twelve noon at the
age four. The lather is em- honored at a reception in Triangle
Inn.
ployed at the Murray Sewing celebration of their 50th
Center.
wedding anniversary at the
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Grandparents are Mr. and Dees Bank of Hazel from two not meet
due to election day.
..r OLN ki_f_- N
Mrs. J. C. Brandon of Murray to four p. m.
Route Four, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hardin Senior' Citizens is
Zeno Kim brell of Athens, Ala.
Murray Assembly No. 19 scheduled for social breakfast
A great grandmother is Mrs. Order of the Rainbow for Girls
from 7:30 to ten a. in. and
Bertha Wall of Puryear, Tn. will have an installation of
nor• Ilue• S
shopping from ten a. m to
tato See: Fri. 5at. 11:40
new officers at the new lodge four p. m.
(X)
hall at two p. m.
AMR
.
it or over only
• ASE R I I)) %IR(
Ellis Center will be open —
aDAUM
DRIVER
Miss from ten a. m. to three p. m.
Kentucky Little
R
The Adult Great Books Pageant, sponsored by Tau for activities by the Senior
Discussion Group will meet Phi Lambda Sorority of the Citizens.
Monday, May 23, at seven p. 'Woodmen of the World, will be
new
amend
Shuffleboard for Senior
m. at the Calloway County held at the Lovett Auditorium.
h.. Omer. Orme row we"
Citizens will be at Ellis Center
Murray State University.
Public Library.
Courts at 6:30 p. in.
Margaret Vaughn will be
the leader for the discussion of
Monday, May 23
Auditions for Community
Kierkegaad's Concluding
Murray Woman's Club will
Unscientific Postscript.
hold its general meeting and Theatre, Inc., will be from six
The public is invited to installation of officers at 6:30 to eight p. m. at the Calloway
•
LORENE FALWELL
attend, a spokesman said.
p. m. A memorial service for County Public library.
ALL OF MY FRIENDS
TO
deceased members, Reba
"
6ILIRRAY
THE
CALLOWA
MURRAY
IN
"Walt
Y COUNTY:
Disney
World"
will be
Overbey,and Louise Dick, wiTi
End: Toads!
Daiwa
IN
C
LEDGER & TIMES
lt
be at 5:30"-p. m. on the dub presented by I.yndia Cochran
'TM CHEERLEADERS"
Next Tuesday you people will be going to the polls to select
The Murray Ledger di
Dan students at the Lovett
house lawn.
"THE MENGE OF
YOUR COUNTY OFFICIALS for the next 4 years. However, I
Times is published every
Auditorium, Murray State
THE CHEERLEADERS" (It)
would be unjust if I failed to pause and say THANK YOU for the
afternoon except Sundays,
Hardin Senior Citizens will University, at seven .p. in
Operr:30-Start 8:10
SUN-WED
July 4, Christmas Day, New have a work day from 9:30 a
many kindacts that you have extended to me in my desire to
Free admission, and public is
Year's
m. to three p. m.
THE FASTEST
Day
and
invited.
serve as YOUR County Court Clerk.
Thanksgiving by Murray
WOMEN IN
It has been my sincere desire to see and talk with every person
Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th
THE STATE,
in
Calloway County. However, I find this will be impossible.
St., Murray, Ky.,42071,
THE BEST SHINE
Therefore, I humbly ask for the help of every man, woman, and
Second Class Postage Paid
IN THE WORLDat Murray, Ky.42071.
child in Calloway County to help me realize my desire - to serve
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
TOGETHER
you as County Court Clerk for the next four years.
In areas served by carriers,
THEY MAKE
Before you cast your ballot, I would like to submit my
$2.50 per month, payable in
THE
qualifications for your consideration.
advance. By mail in
Calloway County. and to
Another delightful courtesy flanked by white candles.
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, extended to . Miss Diane
Miss Sandra Stark presided
Sedalia and Farmington,
Rhoades whose marriage to at the guest register
1. Graduate of Almo High School.
Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
Tom Montgomery will be an
Seventy persons were
2.
Attended Murray State University.
and Puryear Tenn., $17.50
event of June 4 was the present, or sent gifts.
Taught
3.
school in the Calloway County School
per year. By mail to other
household shower held in
System.
destinations,$32.50 per year.
Tuesday, May 10 at the
Stuff tomatoes with a salad
Member of Associated
4. Served for many years as Secretary of Almo
Community Room of the made from cooked rice. mayPress, Kentucky Press
JOHN SAXON •SUSAN HOWARD .WILLIAM CONRAD
Federal Savings and Loan onnaise, cooked green peas and
and Calloway County High School.
ED CAR1IN
GUS TRIKONIS
Association and Southern
finely diced celery for a comBuilding.
PEFA 'F PG .--.:.,
ANkt
N_E_W W_QELL
Served as Bookkeeper and Treasurer of the
5.
Newspaper
Publishers
The hostesses were Martha pany lunch.
Calloway
Association.
County Schools. (This involved the
Broach, Lou Ellen . Stark
handling of millions of dollars).
Lucille Potts, Mary Jane Ke
and Ruth Potts.
MISS YOUR PAPER!
6. Served with the County Clerk Court and Tax
Miss Rhoades chose to WPar
Sedisaibers Moo dove out
Commissioner on a part time basis.
for the occasion a green cotton
receiver/ Ater lissr•irliverest
jumpsuit and was presented-a
elm el The Hervey Ledger
hostesses gift corsage of a
Thews by 530 p.m. lAomiley
• The present County Clerk is seeking his THIRD TERM TO THE
white orchid., , Mrs. J. R
Friday or by 330 p.a. on &OW,
OFFICE FOR COUNTRY COURT CLERK. We have many people
Rhoades', mother of the
days ere weed to cell 753-1016
honoree, and Mrs. Bob,
who are qualified for the office of County Clerk. Don't you
between 530 p.m. mod 6 p.m.
Montgomery, mother of the
believe that 2 terms is long enough for one person to sere in
Ideorlay-Fridray, or 330 p.m
groom-elect, had corsages ,f
the Clerk's office?
and 1 p.m. Sithrdorys, to Assort
yellow and white daisies.
delivery of th• nowspeopor. Celli
The beautifully appointed
(May 21 1977)
mast be pieced by 6 p.m. rood
tea table was covered with a
I earnestly ask for your help, for your consideration, and your
'At
days or 4 p.m. Worley' to
lace over yellow cloth and
advice
in helping me to realize a life long ambition, to serve as
yoruntee delivery.
centered with an arrangement
County
Clerk of Calloway County. I humbly promise four years
of yellow and white daisie
Miss Diane Rhoades, June
4th bride-elect of Tom Montgomery, was honored with-a
personal shower held on April
12 at the Community Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank with Sandra

LIBRARY NOTES

MrdW/2744-

Wig*GARDEN

Sem Of Yaw
. howl's:ke Beek!

T
,AA143
IC.4,1r,,,,INE ,t_AToN
- ,.
-'4_,-A

'ANNIE
HALL:v.:

ctazu
r.--

Discussion Group
To Meet Monday

Miss Rhoades Honored
With Bridal Shower

MOONSHINE
County EXIWESS

Shop Early
We Will...

Close Saturday

9:00 P. M.

We will be back
to normal hours
Sunday

7 A. M.-11 P. M.
Seven Days a Week

BIG JOHN'S
S. 12th Street
.•

At-

of honest,faithful and courteous service.
I NEED YOUR HELP. I NEED THE OFFICE. I PROMISE YOU THAT
I WILL NEVER GIVE YOU CAUSE TO REGRET HAVING CAST
YOUR VOTE FOR ME.
THANK YOU ONE AND ALL
Lorene Falwell
For County Court Cleric

Elect

Gerald Cohoon
SHERIFF
Honesty
and
Fairness To All

Ii

Your Vote and Influence Will Be Appreciated
Political Advertiseinert PAW tor by Candidate

Lorene Falwell
X
Second on the ballot. Won't you make me first in the hearts of
the people of Calloway-County.
Political ad paid for te, the anclidate
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-Irea Fellowship Will Meet Tuesday
The
Purchase
Area
llm%ship will meet Tuesday,
May 24, at 7:00 p.m. in the
small court room of the

Mir8721/Ast.
COLLIER BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James. W.
Collier, Jr. of Hopkinsville
announce the birth of their
son, ('hristopher James, born
Sunday, May 15th, at 5:50 a.m.
in the Jennie Stuart Memorial
Hospital there.
They have another son,.
lonathan - Craig, age 19
months. Mrs. Collier is the
!ornier Carolyn Craig of
Hazel.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Robert R. Craig of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Collier of Cynthiana. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Hoyt
Craig of Hazel and Mrs. Roy
Bowen of Paris, Tn.
Please Vote

Graves County Court House.
The program will be supported by Harley Cunningham, a former prison
inmate who is active in a
community
volunteer
program for helping offenders
of the law.
'The
Area
Purchase
Fellowship has recently been
incorporated with eighteen
directors representing nine
Western Kentucky counties.
The purpose of the non-profit
community organization is to
promote citizen interest in
crime
prevention
and
rehabilitation programs.
Everyone is invited to atmeeting, a
this
tend
spokesman said and added if
persons are interested in
supporting this program they
should write the organization,
P.O. Box 271, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.

For

AMOS HILL
Far City Council
Word - A
Your Vote & Influence
Will Be Appreciated
'Oy A. 04,6

Vote For
WILLIAM R.
FURCHES
No. 14 On Ballot
CITY COUNCIL WARD B
Your Vote Will Be Appreciated
Political Ad Paid For By Candidate

Pi

Echoes From The Past
f I Column lif historical and genealogical
anecilotes.'staries and.famils notes.)

Written By Judith A. Maupin
Redd's Tanyarcl
Many people who camp or vacation in
the Land Between the Lakes are often
curious about where the various places
got their names. For example, when I
first heard of Rushing Creek,I though it
was named for a characteristic, a
rushing little creek, rather than for one
of the earliest settlers in the area.
People who camp in Redd Hollow
Campground have asked why it was
named that, and where nearby
Blockhouse Creek got its name. This
explanation goes back to the second
oldest settlement in Trigg County. The
oldest was discussed earlier, Cerulean
Springs. But about 1790, some unknown
settlers built a blockhouse — this is a
heavy, usually two-story building, with
narrow slits for windows, out of which
one could aim rifles — ftirt5rdection
against the Indians. Around this
blockhouse was formed the settlement
Which became known as Redd's
Tanyard.
William Redd and his wife Frances
were among the earliest -settlers to—.
come to the area, from Virginia. They
settled near Cadiz, and William served
on the Circuit Court and was one of the
first trustees of the town, in 1820. They
were the parents of at least two sons,
Philip and George. Philip was born in
October of 1819, and when he turned 18,
he was made manager of his father's
farm, where he stayed for three years.
Then he and his brother George went to
Eddyville to learn the tanning trade.
This was in 1840; their instructor was
evidently Matthew Lyon, whom I
mentioned last week as bringing one of
the first stills to this part of the country
when he came here from Vermont. It
appears that he also brought a good •
supply of "upper leather" with him and

Elect

set up a tanyard and shoe manufactory.
In 1844, after four years of apprenticeship. Philip and George moved
to the area now known as Redd Hollow,
buying 3600 acres of land and starting a
tanyard: He evidently had a thriving
business, selling as much as $23,000 in
leather in one year. He also did some
farming, employing between 12 and 15
hands. This settlement boasted, by the
time that Philip bought out his brother,
who had died in 1883 at the age of 71, a
tannery, sawmill, grifstmill, blacksmith
shop, shoe shop, cotton gin, and some
fish ponds. Philip and George were,for
that period, wealth men.
During the Civil War, word of the
Redd brothers' money evidently was
well-known. One day Philip was visited
by a group of guerillas who identified
themselves as members of the Union
Home Guard, although this is doubtful.
They demanded his money (as a contribution to the war effort?) and when
he refused, they took a rope and tied
him up in an apple tree. When he still
refused to tell them where his money
was hidden, they built a small fire
under his feet, but stiff he -refused.
Deciding that the man was hopeless,
the guerillas rode off, leaving Phil
turning an unbecoming shade of purple.
Fortunately for him, however, one of
his hired hands, a man named Bill
Miller, who had been watching from his
hiding place. hurried out when the men
left and cut Philip Redd down before it
was too late.
Next Week, we will explore the
tanning business more thoroughly, how
it was done, why this area was such a
good place for tanneries, and some of
the people who were active in .the
business,

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY,MAY 22,1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Not a good day in which to
mix business with pleasure.
Rosy promises made in an
atmosphere of congeniality
could prove deceptive.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) t2i€W"
Those "best things in life" are
still free for the takers. Salute
this auspicious day with hope,
vigor and enthusiasm for your
most worthwhile interests.
GEMINI
( May 72 to June 21)
If the past week put a drain on
nerves or stamina, ease up to
recoup energies. Hopes will
brighten, too. You have the
ability to combat fatigue surprisingly well.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 430
Several useful, ideas may
come to you now, but not the
opportunity to apply them
immediately. Be patient and
don't try to get ahead of
yourself.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
What you expect may not be
what you receive — and may be
for the best, without your
realizing it. Emphasize your
gracious, amenable side: It
wins friends.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%
A day calling for calmness
and good judgment. Do not let
unexpected situations ruffle you
and don't let yourself be pushed
into undesirable "corners.'
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may think you have a
pro)ect under control, rolling
briskly. Better take, another
look for hidden flaws —
anything that could mean time,
energy lost.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You may make a new
acquaintance or renew an old
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JONES

10 Years Ago Today

COUNTY
ATTORNEY

—James Larry Jones, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Cantrell Jones, has completed
eight weeks of basic training with the
U.S. Army at Fort Lewis, Washington.
Deaths reported include Theodore
Morgan, age 66, and William C. Allen,
age 47.
John" Mack Carter, editor of the
Ladies Home Journal magazine, and
son of Mrs. Martha Carter the late W.Z.
Carter of Murray, will be the speaker at

Re-elect

Huel
(Wimpy)
Jones
JAILER
I wish to express my deep appreciation
to my many friends in Calloway County.
I hope to see each of you personally,
but with the obligation and duties of my
job this may not be possible.
Please take this as my earnest and sincere appeal for your vote on May 24.
It has been my fortunate experience to
serve you as jailer. 1 have received
honors and commendations from the
Health Inspectors for cleanliness, the
State Inspectors and consultants for
good jailer-presioner relationships, etc.,
but our greatest reward has been the
many thanks that both my wife and I
receive from the prisoners themselves.
As the population of our county grew
so did the crime and population of.our
jail. Therefore I also grew in my experience as the more and difficult
situations arose.
By experience and proper training I
feel confident that I have not and will
not let a situation get out Of hand
because of lack of knowledge or fear to
tackle it.
Please weigh the qualifications of each
candidate carefully, and I believe you
will decide that I have the ability to serve
you best as Ja`iler of Calloway County.
With God's help your confidence in
me will not be misplaced, and I pledge
four years of hard work and dedicated
service.
1 Stand On My Record
Vote For

Huel Wimpy Jones
No. 1 On The Ballot
Politv al ad paid fa-by the candidate

the Murray State University Alumni
banquet on May 27.
The contract for the surfacing of the
Palmer Road has beeni.warded by the
Kentucky Highway Department.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn P. Lassiter announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Andrea Lu. to Ben Thomas Hogancamp, son of Dr. and Mrs. Thomas
Hogancamp.

plosive for stability, so you
MUST learn to control nerves
and temper.'Lou are an idealist,
a deep thinker, and are endowed with the talents required
to succeed in music, painting
and writing. You are usually
working on several things at one
time and, if you do not take up
one of the arts as a career, you
will almost surely take up one
as a hobby or avocation. Clever
and ingenious, you would make
an excellent inventor, scientist
or engineer. If. you choose
business as a career, your best
field would be real estate.
Birthdate of: Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, novelist (creator of
"Sherlock Holmes"); Richard
Wagner, Ger. composer; Sir
Laurence Olivier, actor.

1 / ,, ,,f(rP To Th,

VOIE

BUEL STARS JR.
Common Council
May 24, 1977
Democratic Primary

Put a little
sizzle into your
Monday.
An.

ni/eV

DONALD A.

better sense recognizes as
suited to the day and your
purposes.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Don't depart abruptly from a
well-planned schedule, except
where emergency so requires.
Road may be bumpy in part, but
rewards will be sweeter.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
Don't go against present
trends or you may find yourself
completely out of step with
others. Some of your future
objectives are now. taking
shape.
YOU BORN TODAY have an
alert, inquiring mind; are
usually physically dexterous,
too. However, your temperament, at times, is too ex-

friendship. Look for those
"small" blessings and gains so
often belittled. They could make
your day!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Everything seems to conspire
to engender optimism and
confidence. You should have a
most interesting and inspiring
day.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Neither renege on 'promises
nor attempt too much. There
are tendencies- toward both
now. Accept only what your

loti4.1

Chopped Stockade Steak!

We start with chopped
Sirloin.
j
. It's served sizzlin' hot
'
1 with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast. A
$2.28 value for only...

INCLUDES

Free
Salad and Drink

MUM N
TOCKAISE
FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
THE

Bel-Air Shopping Center, Murray

20 Years Ago Today
Lillian Lowry of the Murray Training
School faculty is the first prize winner
in the 1957 Poetry Contest, sponsored by
the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs.
Joe Pat Anderson has been elected to
membership in Alpha Omega, national
honorary medical society at the
University of Tennessee College of
Medicine, Memphis, Tn. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Anderson of
Murray.
Deaths reported inClude Elvin B.

Carraway.age 45.
- Births reported include a girl, Vicky
Lee, to 'Mr.. and Mrs. Jimmy Dan
ButterstIfith on May 4, a girl, Roger=
Ann, to Mr. and Mrs.'Ronald Ray on
May 4, a boy, Kem David, to Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert C. Barnes on May 5, and a
boy, Kenneth Alan, to Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Wayne Smith on May 5.
Murray High School beat South
Christian 5 to 3 in the second round of
the Region One baseball playoffs. Dan
Pugh was pitcher for Murray.

30 Years Ago This Week
The William Mason Memorial
Hospital became officially an open
community hospital on May 13 when the
original board of directors of the institution resigned and a new board was
named to manage the hospital at a
hearing before Circuit Judge Ira D.
Smith. Members of the new board are
Harry Fenton, chairman, R. M. Lamb,
vice-chairman, A. B. Austin,secretary,
George Hart, treasurer, Fleetwood
Crouch, Zelna Carter, and Preston
Ordway.
Ann Littleton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Littleton of Murray, was
selected as "Body Beautiful" at the
water carnival held at Murray State
College.
Jenne' Foy, Julia Fuqua, Verooa
Smith,Bobby Kemp,Rob Brown, Rale)

Morris, and Wells Hargis were named
winners at the Calloway County 4-H
Rally Day.
A big auction sale of twenty building
lots, located in the Cloverdale Heights
Addition to the city of Murray, south of
Sycamore between South Eighth and
South Ninth Streets, will be on May 29.
Billy Rudolph, Eli Alexander, Bill
Rowlett, and Jackie Miller of Murray
High School won honors in the annual
West Kentucky Conference Track Meet
held at Henderson.
. Miss Elise Long, Mrs. Fla Douglas,
Miss Mary Lou Waggoner, Mrs. Robert
Holland, and Mrs. A. B. Dunn are new
officers of the Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club.
Marriages announced include Mrs.
Velma Barnett to Harvey Brown on
May 17.

40 Years Ago This Week
Rudolph Colson is valedictorian and
Harold Cunningham is salutatorian of
the 1931 graduating class of Murray
High School. Forty-four seniors will
graduate May 28.
Several Murray residents reported
feeling the slight earthquake here on
the evening of May 16. No damage was
reported.
Deaths reported this week include
Willie Sue Morris, age seven, Mrs.
Maggie Johnson, age 47, and Albert
Jackson,age 72.
Murray -State College's new home
management house, a beautiful
Georgian type home, was opened April
20 to accommodate all senior home

economics majors who must live there
for nine weeks of their senior year,
according to Mrs. P. W. Ordway,- head
of the home economics department.
Maynard , Ragsdale has been sppointed as permanent mail carrier for
Murray Route Eight.
.Births reported include a boy, Bobby
Gene,to Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Marshall on
May 10.
Marriages announced include Reba
Miller to James T. rain on May 15,
Estell Hopkins to Charles.Johnson on
May 9, and Ruby Witty to Toy Lenning
on May 8.
Beef steak is advertised at twenty
cents per pound in the ad for Shroat
Brothers Meat Market this week.

Ills Time For A Change Let's Elect

JOE BEARD
Sheriff
let's elect a man that will be fair to everyone
and capable in law enforcement and drugs.

Let's Elect Joe Beard The Next Sheriff
po.410or by ,k• rammt

o•le< Joe thrord

or Cook.ey Treo,ror
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Bennie Jackson is a candidate for Sheriff of
Calloway County. He has
been a resident of the Lynn
Grove community for 2.5
years. He is married to the
former Betty Wilkins. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Doris Jackson,Ptuyear.
Jackson has worked most
of the past 25 years as a

Deputy Sheriff, a new and
used car salesman, for, a
new car dealership. He is
presently sell-employed as
a farmer since resigning as
a deputy sheriff last June.
Shown with Bennie above is
his wife, Betty, Mark, left,
Patricia Ward with her
husband and Cathy, seated
in front.

ELECT
B NW.E JACKSON
SHERIFF
• Bed a man who has worked as a deputy sheriff.
• Fled a man who knows ALL of Calloway County.

Bennie
Jackson
Last Name
On The
Ballot For
Sheriff

• Fled a man who will make your county a better place to live.
• Elect a man who will keep the sheriff's office open on Saturday
during the tax season.

ELECT BENNIE JACKSON SHERIFF
Poid for by the Committee to elect Bennie Jackson, Donald Crawford, Treasurer
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olltdOoe
Outdoor lore is dealLen; to he

hunters fishermen and others who entoy

the out Ot-doors

Outdoor Editor

high 9Nif

Sprint and Sumo

Sportsman's Journal
hunting license, depending on
the method you intend to
"frog." If you use a gun or
bow and arrow a hunting
license is required. Personally, I think using a gun
takes the sport out of froggin'
although I have taken frogs
with a BB gun and a pellet
gun.
No matter what method you
plan to use you will need a
good light. One that has given
good service for a lot of
froghunters is the six-volt
lamp on an elastic head-band
with a battery carrier that can
be attictied to a waist belt.
The most productive time
for "froggin" is during the
dark hours. The object of the
hunt is to spot the frog along
the waters edge and approach
it in a quiet enough manner
not to scare the frog into the
water. If a gun is used the
need to get close is not as
great. The best way to approach the frog is to hold the
light beam directly on it until
. Frog season opened last you are close enough to gig the
.weekend to the delight of area frog or grab it with the your
"froggers." Froggers are bare hand. It is interesting to
those hearty souls who will note here that "bare-hand
stay up at all hours and wade grabbing" is the only method
• waist-deep water and trudge allowed in the state of
through snakey ponds in muck Louisiana for harvesting
and mire just to collect a frog frogs.
I would recoritmend the ur
for his game bag. For those
who enjoy the delectable taste of a frog gig for those firstof frog legs you may ap- timers. Then after you learn of
preciate the effort that goes the frog's behavior you can
into frog hunting. For those graduate to "frog-dogging"
who would like to attempt the with the bare hands. The best
sport but have never par- frog gig I have seen is the tio,
ticipated, the following section pole made of bamboo
methods can prove successful When fastened together it is
ten feet long. It has an
for you.
Number one, you will need adequate 4 prong gig on the
to obtain a fishing license or a end and is used by holding the
Congratulations to Dr. Gary
Marquardt fa taking top
honors in last weekend's Boy
Scout bass tourney held out of
Dr.
Marina.
Kenlake
Marquar4t's total catch for
the two day tourney topped the
scales at 27 pounds and 7
ounces. Right behind him was
a familiar competitor Owen
Byrum, last year's winner of
the Boy Scout Tourney. Owen
brought in a stringer weighing
nearly 25 pounds. His winning
stringer last year weighed
37kt pounds. A fieldiof over 200
fishermen competed in the
third annual event sponsored
by the Audubon Council of the
Boy Scouts. Tournament
director Willis Snyder deemed
the tourney a "success" both
in fisherman participation and
in the amount of money raised
in this benefit tourney. The
nearly $5000 netted will go
toward scouting projects in
Council
Audubon
the
(Owensboro) area.

extreme end of the gig and
working it slowly toward the
frog as the beam of light is
held on the frog. When the gigend is close enough (about 4-6
Inches) the frog can be gigged
with a quick jab. The creel
limit on frogs is 15 per night. A
fishing license is required.
The bow and arrow method
is surprising productive - even
for a novice. Instinctive shots
from 6 to 10 feet can put as
many frogs into your creel as
a gig. Use arrows with field
tips only. Stalking methods
are the same as above.
Another method that is
productive on a still night is
the use of a fishing pole line
and a red trout fly. Jackie
Vaughn and I had a barrel of
fun trying this out a couple of
years ago. The object here is
to shine a light on a frog and
then dangle the red fly in froht
of him. You'd be surprised at
the lightning-fast speed at
which the frog's tongue lashes
out to nab the fly. When he
does, you are in for a battle

(TVA

like no fish ever gave you.
This method requires a little
more patience because
positioning is important.
Sometimes it is impossible to
get around a bush with a pole
and get the fly in front of the
frog. This method also
requires a fishing license.
Frog season is open from
May 15 to October 31. The
creel limit is 15 for a 24 hour

period, noon until noon.
Cleaning frogs is very
simple. For larger frogs (10-12
inches and larger) I cut off the
head and skin the entire frog
with a pair of pliers much in
the same manner as cleaning
a catfish. The frog is skinned
easy enough that you can use
your bare hand if you so
choose. Gut the frog and clean
the same way as you would a

•

Murray Home & Auto
The llore lot the
:

Outdoor Sportsman
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bear*
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery Service
Pkom

cheofit St

7532511

Sportsmen:

Foodamizt

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

8 a. m. - 10:00 p.m.

full servtce s:atoon
at the Heart of
the Campus'.

Your

Five Points
Murray,Ky.42071
753-9189

Lindsey's
Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches

if I Ni ha a in

Hwy. 641 So.

Vernon's C
WESTERN STORE

Phone 753-8322

Tennis Department

All rnerchondise sold at discount prices

ItJTSON Chemical Co.

Buy the famous Nos.:: N Soler loot sod receive your FREI choice of SS.95
retail Fish billet knows. S pair of socks or $5.95 cash!

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
iet
Cans & Ammo

Inc.

rillizer
Located W Railroad Avenue

Olympic Plaza

Watch For The

BOW.HUNTER'S
DEN

753-1933

_

1

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

641 South Phone 753-9491

Tire Service
Carroll
•
'
ph,Te Us For

BUCKS BODY SHOP

Unoroyol Gumbo and Michelin Tres

.4.-

Kt 1 "I r1

Inc
Travel,
Holiday
am
c
y
c
A
k
e
C
on
l
y
e
A
R
K
ores
l)o m
Panoram
aainiShE

753-5142

Coldwater Rc.
753-64

2 14411

CV,

Specializing in servicing tires A 4 W.D. Vehicles
408 N

"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
4th

o'

East H. 94

Murray Bait

co.

753-6779

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality 8 Quantity Guaranteed

SON

ow Cost out of Murray for 2 rn,les Turn r,ght on 280
e94
Follow 280 for 7 mdes past Bonner s Grocery Tok•
blacktop ,nto Panorama and follow blacktop to your r.ght

1105 Pogue

89
753-1-4-

753-5693

Home of the longggg dozen

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

753-1640

Sporting Goods Dept.

Is Our Business"

Sportsman's Special

Murray, Ky.

114 S. 5*

Uncle Jeff's

Prompt, Efficient Service

hIppowa

900 Sycamore

fish. For smaller frogs you
can cut off the back legs only.
Frog legs can be prepared
by rolling them in flour and
frying them in a black iron
skillet or by deep frying them.
Either way they are delicious
for breakfast with eggs,
biscuits, and grits, or supper
with hush puppies, salad and
french fries.

Five Points
AMOCO

U
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
U
•
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Storey s

Open 7 Days A Week
LARGEMOUTH — Frank English hauled this one out of
Jonathan Creek recently on a Heddon Headhunter. The
bass weighed in at 7 pounds 2 ounces.

the
Murray Bass Club members Robert Lowe (left) and Fred Herndon (right) presentCity;
Calvert
Outland,
Joe
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
Outland,
Grand Champion award to Jeff
Mrs. James
and the Reserve Champion award to Lori Oakley, daughter of Mr. andannual
Junior
third
the
during
fish
of
string
heaviest
Oakley, Cadiz, for having the
the 170,000Fishing Rodeo held at Devils Elbow in TVA's Land Between The Lakes,More
than 100
acre demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee, May 14.
event.
the
in
participated
girls
and
boys
PHOTO)

Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. •

Telephone 502-436-5483

641 Super Shell

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. Huu Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. & Sat.

Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Over 100 Lady Golfers Expected
For George Hart Golf Tournament

As APSU Coach

i

SHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)Lee, a former National
(netball
Association
iyar, is reported to be
ioag the candidates for the
ad basketball coaching job
Austin Peay State
diversity in Clarksville.
4e, a onetime standout at
aderbilt University here,
tit reported to be among
isa70 candidates.
Ilsa Austin Peay job opened
Mg week when Lake Kelly
*Aped to assume the head
4ting position at Oral
buts University in Tulsa,

•s
0-

More than 100 lady golfers
from the four-state area
around Murray are expected
to be on hand Wednesday,
June 1, when they tee it up for
the 10th annual George Hart
Invitational Tournament at
the Murray Country Club.
Invitations have been sent to
the ladies at 35 clubs in the
area, and the field is rapidly
filling up, expected to surpass
last year's 96-player field for
the 18-hole, one-day, medal
IL
1. Change in plans would play event.
Co-chairmen for this year's
parently be necessary if
e were to take the Austin tournament are Mrs. Toni
ay job. He has already Hopson and Mrs. Sue Costello.
zepted the head coaching They are being assisted by the
st at Franklin Road ladies making up the women's
golf committee at the club.
ademy in Tennessee.
The $10 entry fee covers the
else past year was Lee's
st non-competitive season entire day's activities, ince retiring from the NBA, cluding lunch, a style show
ere he played with San and other special activities in
ancisco, Atlanta and addition to the la holes of
competitive play. Reser-

o)

VOTE FOR
you
only.
a red
and
iron
hero.
ious
ggs,
pper
and

DICK GEORGE
Councilman, Word A
Your vote and support
will be appreciated
This od paid for by the candidate

vations for golf cans also are try to make it two in a row.
being accepted at $5 per
Last year, she shot a 78 to
person for the round.
win by three strokes in front of
The top wianers in each of the second-place finisher,
five flights will receive prizes Mary Jo Riddle of Madisonvalued at several hundreds of vile.
dollars. Players will be prePrevious winners of the
flighted by handicaps and the championship flight have
tournament will be shotgun been: Mrs. Jane Ann Nall,
started, beginning at 9 a. m. Mayfield l968;(
Mrs. Mary
Entries and handicaps Anderson, Metropolis, Ill.
should be sent to Mrs. Costello 1969); Mrs. Mary Jane
(Box 604, Murray, Ky.. 42071) Alford, Paducah in 1970 and
not later than May 25, im- 1972; Mrs. Betty Vowel!,
mediately
after
which Fulton (1971); Mrs. Harriett
pairings will be masle and tee- Jaeger, Jackson, Mo., (1973);
off times sent to the clubs of Dr- Lea. Larson, Clarksville.
the ladies from whom entries Tenn., in 1974 and 1975; and
have been received.
Mrs. Bain last year.
The winner of the chain:
pionship flight also will
receive the coveted traveling
trophy provided by Mrs.
Lochie Hart of Murray in
memory of her husband, the
late George Hart. A prominent
civic leader, Mr. Hart was
NATIONAL LEAGUE
mayor of Murray, president of
East
the Bank of Murray and ar.
W L Pet. GB
active member of the club. Pitts
24 11 .686
Another special trophy to be Chicago
22 12 .647
awarded will be the Dorothy S Louis
21 14 .600 3
Holland Team Trophy, an Phila
17 17 .500 6,2
award provided by Al Lind- N York
14 21 .400 10
sey, Murray jeweler, in Montreal 13 20 .394 10
memory of his aunt, an active
West
member of the club until her Los Ang
29 9 .763 death in 1970.
Cinci
16 19 .457 1112
The trophy will be presenteu Houston
16 21 .432 12',2
to the four players from any S Diego
16 24 .490 14
club whose aggregate score is S Fran
14 22'.389 14
the lowest of any similar Atlanta
13 25 .342 16
group participating. Last
Friday's Games
year, the team trophy was San Diego 1,2, Montreal 4
won by a team from the • Chicago 13, Atlanta 4
Murray club - Beverly Los Angeles 6, Pittsburgh 1
Parker, Betty Lowry, Carol Cincinnati 6, New York 2
Hibbard and Phyllis Kain - Houston 5, Philadelphia 2
by a single stroke over the San Francisco 7, St. Louis 5
Paducah Rolling Hills team of
- Saturday's Games
Wanda Mullinax, Virginia San Francisco( Montefusco 2Davis, Millie Brown and Dot 6) at St. Louis (Denny 4-0)
Arnold.
New York .(Swan 1-4) at CinThe defending champion in cinnati /Zachry 2-5
the championship.- flight is Los Angeles John 3-2) at
Mrs. Mary Bain,Sikeston, Mo. Pittsburgh (Rooker 4-11,( n)
Mrs. Bain, who was severely San Diego (Shirley 2-51 at
injured in an automobile Montreal( Warthen 1-1 ), in)
accident last • year shortly Chicago ( Krukow 3-2) at Atafter winning the Hart tour- lanta (Capra, 0-4), In)
nament, has fully recovered Philadelphia (Lerch 5-2) at
and will be back this year to Houston(McLaughlin 0-1i.( n)
Sunday's Games
New York at Cincinnati 2
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh
San Francisco at St. Louis
Chicago at Atlanta
San Diego at Montreal
By The Associated Press
Philadelphia at Houston
WORLD HOCKEY ASSOC!

Baseball
Standings

Pro Hockey

To The
Citizens
of
Murray

At A Glance

440
L Amos Hill, am asking for your vote in the May
24th Primary for City Council. I am a W. W. II
Vet., and belong to The American Legion Post
No. 73 in Murray. I am concerned about our city
and the way our tax dollars are being spent. If
you are concerned, Vote for me and I will do my
best to serve you,the people for the next 2 years
the best and most honest way I know how. I am
not obligated to any business, organization or industrial concern. So please vote No. 6 on the
ballot in Ward A and I will serve all the people,
not just a chosen few.

Thank You In Advance

Amos Hill

ATION
PLAYOFFS
Finals
Best-of-Seven
Friday's Game
Quebec 4, Winnipeg 2,series
tied 2-2.
Sunday's Game
Winnipeg at Quebec
Tuesday's Game
Quebec at Winnipeg
Thursday's Game
Winnipeg at Quebec, if
necessary

Brogdon Transfers
MACON, Ga.(AP)- Cindy
Brogdon, a basketball sharpshooter
Mercer
from
University, says she is
transferring to the University
of Tennessee in hopes of
playing for a national
champion women's team.
The 5-foot-11 Miss Brogdon,
who has averaged more than
30 points per game the past
two seasons, played on the
U.S. Olympic team which won
a silver medal at the Montreal
Games last year.

Vote For
de.
"lo
"sma

BILLY M. ERWIN
Magistrate
Distrid 3

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
N York
20 15 .571
18 14 .563
Balt
'2
Boston
18 15 .545 1
Milwkee
20 18 .526 1'2
Detroit
15 20 .429 5
Toronto
16 22 .421 5'7
Cleve
12 21 .364 7
West
Minn
24 13 .649
Chicago ,22 13 .629
Texas
18 15 .545 4
K.C.
18 18 .500 5'7.
Oakland
18 19 .486 6
Calif
18 20 .474 6L:
Seattle
14 28 .333
Friday's Games
Milwaukee 15, Boston 7
Baltimore 6, New York 5
Toronto 4, Texas 3
Kansas City 4, Cleveland 0
Detroit 7, Chicago 4
California 3, Minnesota 0
Oakland 14, Seattle 5
Saturday's Games
Baltimore (Grimsley 4-2) at
New York (Torrez 5-2)
Milwaukee(Haas 3-2) at Boston (Stanley 3-0)
Seattle (Abbott 1-4) at Oakland ( Medich 2-2)
Detroit (Arroyo 2-2) at Chicago (Barrios 3-21, n.
Cleveland (Garland 1-5) at
Kansas City (Bird 2-0), n.
Toronto (Vuckovich 2-2 at
Texas(Briles 2-0), n.
Minnesota (Redfern 1-31 at
California (Ross 0-2), n.
Sunday's Games
Baltimore at New York 2
Milwaukee at Boston 2
Detroit at Chicago
Cleveland at Kansas City
Minnesota at California
Seattle Qt Oakland
Toronto at Texas, n.

sports
Miirray Ledger & Times

McGee And Player Hold
Lead In Memorial Golf
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) Jerry McGee, the midway
leader Friday with Gary
Player in the $225,000
Memorial Golf Tournament,
issued this warning to writers:
"I hope you guys get used to
seeing my ugly face because
you're going to see it for four
days.
"I don't think I've been so
keyed up for a tournament in
my life. I've waited 365 days. I
want to win this tournament
more than any other tournament, including the four
majors.
"If this tournament doesn't
become a major, then there's
no such thing as a major."
The 33-year-old Ohioan, with

Sports
In Brief
By The Associated Press
TENNIS
ROME - Phil Dent of
Australia upset third-seeded
Illie Nastase of Romania 6-3,
6-2 and Vitas Gerulaitis beat
defending champion Adriano
Panatta of Italy 1-6, 7-6, 6-3 to
gain berths in the semifinals
of the $185,000 Italian Tennis
Open.
GOLF
DUBLIN, Ohio - Jerry
McGee and Gary Player
matched four-under-par 68s
for a 138 total and a share of
the second-round lead in the
$225,000 .Memorial Golf
Tournament.
JAMESBURG, N.J. Kathy Whitworth shot a fourunder-par 67 to take a one-shot
-lead over five-players after
the first round of the $77,000
Ladies Professional Golf
‘.ssociation Classic.
HIGASH1MATSUYAMA,
Japan - Japan's Shinsaku
Maeda fired a par 72 for a 143
total and moved into the
second-round lead in the
$108,300 Fuji Sankei Classic
Golf Tournament.
HORSE RACING
NEW YORK - The New
York Racing Association said
that the strike by parimutuel
clerks, which forced cancellation of Saturday's- races
at Aqueduct, will not
jeopardize the opening of
Belmont Park on Monday.
CHICAGO - Marluel's
Troy, $2.60, coasted to a 1E2length victory over Gem's Top
in the $18,000 Del Bee Purse at
Hawthorne.
BALTIMORE - Small
Raga, $10.80, upset Northern
sea by three-quarters of a
length to capture the ;83,500
Black-Eyed Susan Stakes at
Pimlico Race Course.
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. Wild Spot, $11.20, breezed to a
five-length win over U.R.
Great in the headliner at
Atlantic City.

only one tour victory in his 11
years, is up against one of the
game's current greats. And
Player, one of four men in
history to win the world's four
major Championships,
pronounces he's fit.
"Yes, I really did well
enough to shoot a 64. I've been
playing well all year. I'm not
frustrated. You couldn't have
two better days for golf and a
better course," said Player.
McGee and Player matched
four-under-par 683 in muggy
91-degree heat for 138s over
the ,7,191-yard Muirfield
Village monster, a single shot
ahead of Fuzzy Zoeller.
Zoeller forged an eagle and
five birdies for a course-tying
67. "I wised up. I only hit five
drivers all day," said Zoeller
of his performance, the best of
this 1977 invitational that
carries first prize of $45,000.
Bobby Wadkins, first-round
coleader with Mark Lye,
matched par Friday and
shared fourth place at 140 with
Jack Nicklaus, the designer,
sponsor and star attraction of
the second-year event.
Rookie Mark Lye, tied with
Wadkins with an opening 68,
slipped to a 73 and was even
with No:'1 money winner Tom
Watson at 141. Watson had 70.
Nicklaus, who can become
the sport's first $3 million
winner if he wins here, said
two straight days of ideal
weather helped. More of the
same was in store today and
Sunday.
. •
Tom Weiskopf, who has
played this course more than
Nicklaus, registered his
second straight 71. He was at
142 with Hubert Green and
Gibby Gilbert. Green had two
71s and Gilbert a second-day
70
Alone at 143 was Tom Kite,
with a70.
Johnny Miller was eight off
the pace with 72-146. Defending champion Roger Maltbie
slipped to 75-147. Hale Irwin
also had 75-147. Arnold
Palmer just made the cut with
74-153.
Among those failing to
qualify were Al Geiberger,
Rod Funseth, who shares the
course record with Zoeller,
and Ben Crenshaw, last
week's winner at Fort Worth.

Pinner Qualifies For
Finals In Three Events
Felicia Pinner of CallOtkay County High School qualified
for the finals in three events Friday at the. Class 2-A Girls'
State Track Meet in Lexington.
Pinner, the defending state champion in the 440-yard dash,
turned in the best time of the day in the 440-yard dash as she
took first in her heat with a 58.4.
In the 220-yard dash, she was also first in her heat and
crossed in 25.1.
Pinner was second in her 100-yard dash heat and finished in
11.6.
There will be eight people entered in the finals of each of
the three events.
The mile-relay team for the Laker girls cut two seconds off
the school record but missed by one step of qualifying for
today's finals.
• They recorded a 4:14.7. Running the legs were Rose Ross,
Melissa Miller, Ellen Mahan and Pinner.
In the 880-yard run, freshman Melissa Miller just did
qualify as she recorded a 1:38.6 and got fourth in her heat to
hialse it into today's finals.
Pinner is expected to win the 440-yard dash today and be.a
contender in the 100 and 220-yard dashes.

Correction
The Advertisement that appeared for

MARVIN HARRIS, "Why Change"
Was Paid For By James Rogers

Gene Starks
No.8 ginee
t fBallot
Your Vote and Influence
appreciated
Psi Ad paid for by the Candidate

Correction
Montgomery

Ward
1203 Chestnut Strut

Phone Number Is

753-1966

Live it up in a Penguin
Pool

OWN THIS

Huge FOOL

Elect

James
Rice

iiiGE

I 9'x:1 I 6‘66

• *#',e,

POOLS 1%(11
City Council
Filter & Pump
Steel bristles
See Desk
Lily Pall Sitinnessw
Moony Demme
Vinyl Liner
Peel Ladder
Safety Verne &

Ward A
VI

Paid F nr
The Candidate

foal Price Financing
A IGO( 4B, F

. For A
Please vote for my brother, Billy M. Erwin for magistrate in District 3. He is
honest, good, and dependable. He is interested in people and he wants to serve
you.

Mary Frank Paschall

FULL-TIME
SHERIFF

Economical fun
for the whole family!

Else

GERALD
COHOON

(Norrnol

OPERATORS ON DUTY 21 HRS. - CAR 7 DAYS A WEEK.

PENGUIN POOLS

ME

rresto,}Ivo . lut.u.s‘ lie,;
I

%JAI ICAO '

0101Mr
.

1,11

70vabr

NO. 4 on the ballot on May 24
Pc70...co' cod c..3,100. by Nr.,.(• N..

Advertiaernent Paid fnr h., the ae•1

ADDRESS

Call Now!
966-4258

NAJ..A1
P4C,NE

1410-428-9318
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Smith Finds Home And Homerun Swing Richardson And McHugh
Place In State Class A
With Dodgers; Leads Them To 6-1 Win

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Reggie Smith has found a
home—and a home run swing.
"I swing to make contact,
not hit home runs," Smith said
Friday night after slamming
his 11th homer of the. season
and the eighth in his last 12
games. "But when you make

contact,the homers come."
The smooth-fielding Los
Angeles right fielder plays
seven musical instruments;
has owned, trained and shown
quarter horses; is a scuba
diver, an accomplished chef
and an outstanding tennis
player. He has sold cars and
real estate, ancthas been a Lab
Re-elect

WIMPY JONES
JAILER
For

The Qualified Candidate
Your Vote 8 influence
Deeply Appreciated'
Political Ad Paid for by the candidate

Please Vote For
ELBERT "SALTY" THOMASON
For

Councilman-Ward 8
Subject to Democrat Primary
May 24,1977
Your Support And Influence Will
appreciated'
greatly
Be
Po/i'& od pod lot by con&doto

VOTE FOR
JIMMY

'CHERRY

sports

Defending state champion Friday afternoon.
Reliever Woody Fryman
assistant in a morgue.
Richardson, who had
Richardson of Murray
Richie
the
worked the final two innings
In baseball, he spent
1-2 last year in wincleared
title
his
in
repeat
to
failed
first eight years of his major as the Reds continued their
A Boys' ning the state title, placed
Class
at
the
defense
Boston
the
mastery over Tom Seaver.
league career with
Meet at Lexington second Friday and cleared the
Seaver, a four-time 20-game State Track
Red Sox before being traded to
same height.
the St. Louis Cardials amid winner, is 10-18 against CmHe had woe the Regional
to
controversy. He was traded
cinnati for his career and
ship with a height of
champion
the Dodgers in mid-season last suffered his third straight loss
8-5.
runs
after a 4-0 start.
year, hitting 18 home
Murray High's Bill McHugh
Astros 5,Phillies 2
between the two teams.
took third place in the pole
A two-run double by Julio
"I have the power to get the
By The Associated Press
highlighted
vault by clearing the 114
ball out of there," Smith said Gonzalez
l
Nationa
Basketball mark.
into
homer
sixth
-run
n
only
Houston's three-ru
after his three
Association
the left field seats led the inning as the Astros topped
a handful of events
In
Finals
West Philadelphia. J.R. Richard, 3League
National
finals held. Most of
were
Best-of-Seven
a
to
Dodgers
Division-leading
4, scattered seven hits to gain
Friday's actions consisted of
Sunday's Game
6-1 victory over the East his fourth complete game of
preliminafries. The Murray
at
phia
Portland
Philadel
Pirates.
Division-leading
the season.
in the prelims were not
results
y,
26'
May
Thursda
Smith's blast highlighted a
Cliff Johnson's ninth home
.
available
Portland at Philadelphia
five-run fifth-inning explosion run of the season, a solo shot
29
May.
Sunday,
their
that handed the Dodgers
into the left field seats in the
Philadelphia at Portland
29th victory against 9 defeats. fourth, gave.,Houston a 1-0
Tuesday, May 31
gave
who
Burt Hooton, 4-1,
lead.
Philadelphia at Portland
Giants 7,Cards 5
up four hits before being
Friday,June 3
relieved in the eighth by Stan
Darrell Evans slammed a
x-Portland at Philadelphia
Wall, got the victory. Wall was two-out, two-run double as San
Sunday,June 5
touched for just one hit the Francisco tallied four runs in
x-Philadelphia at Portland
rest of the way.
-tbe ninth inning to down St.
Wednesday,June 8
Steve Yeager's solo homer Louis.
x
d at Philadelphia
-Portlan
a
Dodgers
fourthe
in the third gave
The victory snapped a
x-if necessary
1-0 lead -off Pirate starter game Giantslosing streak.
Larry Demery, 5-2, who also
was charged with all of the
Dodger runs.
Cubs 13, Braves 4 •
'Pitcher Ray Burris won his
sixth game in 10 outings and
joined the fun, smashing his
first home run of the season as
Chicago posted its 13th victory
State and in 1969 was a Racer
candidate for
in 15 games in crushing There will no longer be a
n.
co-captai
at
routine
snapped
ne"
loss
"Hambo
Atlanta. The
He stayed on a year at
Atlanta's four-game winning Murray High School football
as a student assistant
Murray
year.
the
of
games.
longest
streak, its
to Daytona Beach
went
then
the
a
years,
Over the past few
Steve Swisher added
e High School for a
Seabreez
quite
each
•become
Burris
has
and
routine
he
and
homer
as an assistant before
drove in three runs. Burris popular with the Tiger players year
coming back to Murray Stail
and
Jimmy
single
coach
run
assistant
and
twoa
had
one year as a
Swisher an RBI double as the Harrell has displayed his to serve
for the
assistant
graduate
_will be a vote for a native Calloway Countian who is honest, sober,
talent with the -Hambone"
Cubs sprayed 16 hits.
after every Black and Gold Racers.
hard-working and dedicated to law and order for our people.
Padres 12, Expos 4
In 1972; he was named by
My grandfather was Lee Cohoon. He settled on the east side of
A bases-loaded homer in the win.
an assistant
Callo*ay County 107 years ago in 1870. Members of our family have
first inning by Mike Ivie But Harrell now has a new John Hina as
coach at Murray High.
started San Diego on its way to job.
been honest, law-abiding respectable citizens of Calloway County all
While at Murray High,
an easy victory over Mon-. He has been named as the
many years.
these
the
treaL It was the Expos' 10th head football coach at Trigg Harrell was in charge of
When I am elected your sheriff, I will work tirelessly to uphold and enCounty High School; replacing defensive unit.
straight loss.
force the law of the Commonwealth of Kentucky and our nation all
"I have a lot of respect for
Ivies second homer of the Joe Jaggers who left to take
across the county.
season and his second lifetime the head post at Fort Knox. John Hina and have enjoyed
(Advertisement Paid For By The Candidate)
Harrell
him,"
under
working
grand slam came after the Ironically enough, the
Padres loaded the bases on an second game Harrell will said.
"I hate to leave all tfie kids
coach for Trigg County will be
error and two walks.
in Murray. I've watched them
Mery Rettenmund belted a at Fort Knox.
on up
two-run homer for San Diego Trigg had a 5-6 year last' from the fifth grade
I'd
while Ellis Valentine hit his season and lost many of their through high school but
head
a
for
hunting
been
ill
t+
he
.
said
sixth of the year for Montreal players. Harrell
coaching job this year and by
face a rebuilding year.
Reds 6, Mets 2
Gary Nolan struck out nine Harrell is a native of-Nash- getting the job at Trigg
to stay
in seven innings to increase ville and played high school County, I'll be able
Harrell
his record to 3-0 and lead the ball at Nashville East. He around this area,"
added.
Murray
at
York.
years
New
played four
Cincinnati over
Harrell, who is 30 years old
physical
teaches
and
education at Murray Middle,
will be a physical education
instructor at Trigg County
High School.

Pro Basketball
At A Glance

Your Vote
May 24
for

Harrell Named Football
Coach At Trigg County

Gerald
Cohoon

SHERIFF

CALLO WAY COUNTY

SHERIFF
"HONESTY AND NO OBLIGATIONS"

of Calloway County

Paid hr b) Jimn Cherrii

Elect

Carl R. Miller
City Council
Ward B
'A Concerned Candidate'
Paid for by the candidate

For Fair tow Enforcement Elect

Joe Beard
YOUR SHERIFF
Derrocrohc Pr.mory May 14

Experienced and Dependable
e y oo,Cool,Sey

fret

Elect

STEVEN
ALEXANDER
Your

MAGISTRATE
Saturday, May 21st
Sunday, May 22nd

8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Noon To 8 p.m.

District No.4
Qualifications:
Over 10 years involvement in the construction industry

Jaye°

*7 Years experience in land development operations
Operator of 2 Kentucky Coal Mines — tested and
certified by the Commonwealth of Kentucky for that

Pop Ups 12' to 18'
All Accessories: Hitches, Awnings,
Air Conditioners, Water Hose, Sewer
Hose, Regulators, Jacks
yo

-- Over

position
^

Cost"

With Purchase of Jayco R.V. This Special Good Fri.,
Sat., Sun, Mon. May 20th thru 23rd.

THERE WILL BE A JAYCO
REPRESENTATIVE PRESENT!

For the last 3 years owner and operator of Earth
Movers, an excavating firm located on Route 2,

I

Murray, Ky.

Steven
Alexander

Travel Trailers 14' to 18'

TRUCK TOPPERS
$169"

—Is knowledgable in county government.
Jimmy Harrell
—Has the knowledge in excavation that will be helpful in the road work and related activities conducted

FACTORY REP WILL BE PRESENT
— FREE REFRESHMENTS

•ptif"

5th Wheel Trailers 15' to 35'

by the fiscal court.

0110

YOUNGBLOOD'S

"Nre
tee
,
'

1 /4 Mile N. of Purchase Pkwy.
(502) 247-8591

Owned & Operated by Jerry & Roger Youngblood
See For Your Self Why People Are Saying

JAYCO — Best Built R.Vs in 1977!

in solving those problems.
— Will represent all the people of District 4 fairly and
honestly and will seek your comments on the issues

RECREATIONAL VEHICLE CENTER

Highway 45 N
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

—Knows and understands the problems of Calloway
County and will work with your other elected officials

Bill Bailey
for

facing the fiscal court.

Jailer
Your Vote Appreciated
24 >Democratic
May
Pr'mon,

Paid for bs the candidate

Paid for by the committee to elect Steven Alexander.Sara Alexander Treasurer
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Tanana Holds Twins Scoreless
As Angels Pick Up 3-0 Victory

Elect
DONALD A.

JONES
COUNTY
ATTORNEY
8111111111TRWIIP
WILL NT ISTEREUE Will NEWT

EINUTIENT NO SEWN MOUES

We are selecting distribidors for fast moving products in Murray and

surrounding counties. These products publicized in newspapers, TV,
magaiznes,etc.
Twenty year old company will place products in grocery, department,drugsto
,super markets. gift
res
shops,etc. Distributor vice these retail outlets monthly, requiring approximately 20 bows
spare time per month.
CPA reports $99.00 and up possible profit per day. Figure the income
you desire per mouth. Each location requires $187.00 investment. You
may have IA, M or 411 locations. Company secures locatiosn and installs products for you.
This is a bonatide otter and it you are not sincere about owning your
own business, or do not meet the above financial requirements,let's
not waste each other's time.

Fit MUNK CINIFISENTIAL
NITUVIEW, CUL:
Mr. Coarse Pomp, Pothea, 5112443-7331
TN* Tin T000k,•sox to 11 not

By KEN RAPPOPORT
the Detroit Tigers whipped the
AP Sports Writer
Chicago White Sox 7-4.
Frank Tanana has found
Tony Solaita and Dave
something wrong with his Chalk paced the California
performances, even
if attack with two hits apiece.
American League hitters Solaita kept a first-inning
haven't.
rally alive with his first single
"I know I can improve my and scored after the other in
pickoff move,"says the strong the fourth inning. Chalk
left arm of the California singled in the Angels' third
Angels. "And I can work on run in the fourth.
keeping the ball in the park."
The Angels scored all their
Home runs may be the bane runs off Minnesota starter
of hard-throwing pitchers, but Paul Thormodsgard.
they weren't for Tanana
Orioles 6, Yankees 5
Friday night. Not only did he
Light-hitting Mark Belanger
keep the ball in the park, he tied the score with his first
kept the Minnesota Twins homer of the season, and
from scoring in a 3-0 victory.
rookie Eddie Murray doubled
Tanana has hurled three home the winner as Baltimore
shutouts so far in 1977. His scored twice in the sixth inonly loss this season was to ning to beat New York.
Boston on May 7.
The anticipated pitching
Tanana scattered eight hits duel between Baltimore's Jim
and struck out seven while Palmer and the Yankees' Don
becoming the first seven- Gullett never materialized.
game winner in the major Palmer was chased in the
leagues.
fifth, while Gullett left with a
In other American League 2-0 count on Ken Singleton in
games, the Baltimore Orioles the sixth after Belanger's oneedged the New York Yankees out homer tied the score at 5-5.
6-5; the Milwaukee Brewers
pounded the Boston Red,Sox
Brewers 15, Red Sox 7
15-7; the Oakland A's routed
Milwaukee pounded 17 hits,
the Seattle Mariners 14-5; the including home runs It? Cecil
Toronto Blue Jays downed the Cooper, Sixto Lezcano, Ken
Texas Rangers 4-3; the McMullen and Don Money,
Kansas City Royals blanked and had a six-run seventh
the Cleveland Indians 4-0 and inning to crush Boston. Cooper

Slew To Be Handled With
Care At Preakness Today

•P"

Gene Starks
Candidate For Sheriff
To the People of
Calloway County:
I am Gene Starks candidate, for Sheriff. I would
like to re-introduce myself to you the citizens of
this county.
When I speak of re-introducing myself I mean
that as election day is drawing near it is important for me to refreshen your memory of just
who I am and what my qualifications for the post
of Sheriff are.
Many know me and I have met and spoke to a
lot of new people. Yet, there are many that I
have not met, or will get to meet. I hope the
following address will serve as the best substitute of offer how I feel and think about the
prospect of serving as a community leader.
I have studied the office I am seeking in hopes
that I can familiarize myself with its duties and I
know that it will take help and a lot of
cooperation to run our County as efficiently as
possible.
I feel that the office of Sheriff is concerned with
such problems-as:
1. Drug Traffic
2. Illegal alcohol
3. Breaking and entering
4. Vandalism
5. Delinquent taxes
6. The serving of legal papers
7. Working with City and State Police
8. Working with juveniles
9. Being on call 24 hours a day
10. Stopping litter and improving traffic
conditions
on
our
roads
and
highways
I want to work with these problems and help
solVe them. I want to offer my community my
best.
Many feel that being a Sheriff first concerns
writing tickets, sitting behind a desk, or being at
local functions whether it be for enjoyment or
just to look good. Well, I feel that there is a lot
more involved and I WANT TO BE THERE. Yes, I
know I want to because, I can use the past faults
as a reference to no future faults, and hope that
once these faults are corrected we can grow to
build our community where others fail. Not very
many people may realize it, but this office holds
a great responsibility. I, if elected am willing to
invest all of my time and experience to it. I am a
local business and tarn!), man, and I know what
it is like to need Security and Safety for my home
and business. I feel I have done a well accomplished job in both my home and business.
Give me an opportunity to help make this
growing community a place we ourselves, our
children, and our neighbors are proud of.
So, remember on Tuesday May 24 elect Gene
Starks your Sheriff number 8 on the Ballot.
Your Vote and Influence
Will Be Appreciated
.
'
Paid for the candidate and friends, Treasurer. Gad Paschall. Alrno

By GORDON BEARD
remained unbeaten after
AP Sports Writer
winning the 1969 Preakness,
BALTIMORE (AP) — Win bitt went wrong
while losing
or lose in today's Preakness, the Belmont and never raced
unbeaten Seattle Slew will again.
continue to be handled with
Two of the losers in the 11,4care.
mile Kentucky Derby, run"We're going to do whit's nerup Run Dusty Run
and
best for the horie," said 12th-place sir Sir,
were back
Mickey Taylor, whose wife, for another run at Seattle
Slew
Karen, is listed at the Ken- in the 13-16th-mile Preakness.
tucky Derby winner's owner.
Of Slew's five new rivals,
"Whenever he has a problem, Charles T. Berry
Jr.'s Corhe won't run."
morant and El Peco Ranch's
Seattle won the Kentucky J.O. Tobin have the
best
Derby two weeks ago. A credentials—and both missed
victory over eight rivals in the the Kentucky -Derby-beeaus
e3150,000-added Preakness of minor illness.
Stakes would leave only the
In the remainder of the field
Belmont Stakes on June 11 to
are Harry P. Mangurian Jr.'s
complete the Triple Crown.
But even a chance to Iron Constitution, John B.W.
become only the 10th Triple Carmichael's Regal Sir, John
Crown champion in history E. Hughes Jr.'s Counter
won't deter Taylor from his Punch and Fast Pierina
determination to have Slew Stable's Hey Hey J.P.
race only at top form.
Seattle Slew, ridden by Jean
"We'd like to make him the Cruguet
and listed as a 3-5
champion 3-year-old," Taylor choice
in the early line, had a
said,"and if we win the Triple chance
to run his lifetime
Crown along the way, great. earnings
to $502,711 by taking
But you can ruin a horse if all the
Preakness winner's share
you think about is the Triple of $138,600.
Crown, money and syndication. He has an abundance
Cormorant, a winner of
of speed, but we're going to seven straight before losing
handle him.with kid gloves. If last Saturday's Withers
we turned him loose, Seattle Stakes by a nose to Iron
Slew could break a lot of Constitution, was rated the
clocks—but then maybe he second choice at 4-1 and was
wouldn't be around long."
ridden by Danny Wright. Run
Seattle Slew was only the Dusty Run, 8-1, with Darrel
second horse in modern times McHargue up, tried to end a
to reach the Preakness un- streak of four straight secondbeaten. Majestic Prince place finishes.
Candidute
For

and Lezcano each hit his sixth
homer of the season, Money
hit his third and McMullen
stroked his first as the
Brewers virtually took batting
practice off Boston pitching.
Cooper had four hits in five
at-bats and scored three
times. Lezcano set an
American League record with
10 putouts.
A's 14, Mariners 5
Wayne Gross drove in five
runs with a homer, double and
single- to power Oakland over
Seattle. Gross hit a three-run
first-inning homer, his 11th,
giving the rookie third
baseman the American
League leadership. Catcher Earl Williams
drove in four Oakland runs
with a three-run homer and a
double and center fielder Tony
Armas added a two-run
homer, his first in the major
leagues.
Blue Jays 4, Rangers 3
Hoy Hcnvell came back to
hant his former teammates
with a, lowering ninth-inning
home run to give Toronto its
victory over Texas. Howell,
who demanded to be traded
because he was spending his
time on the Ranger bench,
blasted his first home run of
the year on a 3-2 pitch from
Ranger ace Bert Blyleven.
Howell was traded to Toronto
last month for pitcher Steve
Hargan, shortstop Jim Mason
and $250,000. It was his first
game against the Rangers.
Royals 4, Indians 0
Cookie Rojas collected four
hits and Fred Patek knocked
in two runs to boost Kansas
City over Cleveland on Paul
Splittorff's eight-hitter.
Splittorff notched his second
victory in six decisions as the
Royals snapped a three-game
losing streak.
Tigers?, White Sox 4
Tim Corcotan's first major
league hit—a two-run homer
in the eighth inning—helped
Detroit break a three-game
losing streak with a victory
over Chicago.

Miami Beats
Morehead In"
NCAA Tourney

ELECT
DAVID
BALENTINE
SHERIFF

MIAMI (AP) — The
University
of
Miami
Hurricanes, ranked the No. 1
NCAA baseball team in the
nation, jiunped to a four-run
lead and went on to defeat
Morehead State 6-1 in the
opening round of the NCAA
Southern Regional Baseball
tournament Friday night.
In an earlier game of the
double elimination tournament Clemson defeated
Mississippi 8-7.
Miami faces Clemson and
Morehead goes against
Mississippi in Saturday action.
The Hurricanes got its first
run in the first inning when
Wes Robbins scored from first
base when Jim Maier
grounded out to third.
In the second, Richard
Feldman singled and stole
second. Catcher Pat Callahan
then walked and both men
stole bases. Hugo Rams
singled up the middle scoring
both runners. Rams moved to
second on the throw home and
scored when Howard Shapiro
doubled to right giving the
'Canes a 4-0 advantage.
Morehead scored its only
run in that inning when Danny
Kaiser singled home Rick
Gunterman who got a base on
balls.
Robbins scored again in the
fifth after he walked, stole
second, moved to Uiird on a
passed ball and crossed the
plate on a wild throw by
Morehead catcher Kirk
Hudson.
Miami scored an insurance
run in the final stanza when
Robbins walked, took second
and was singled in by Mater.
Miami is now 42-11 for the
season while Morehead
dropped to 27-18.

"THE 14All THAT KNOWS
YOUR PROBLEMS AND
WILL DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THEM"
Paid for by David Solenfinct

(Manager Starks Hardware)

For

Murray City
Council
(Ward B)
Political Ad Paid for by Candidate

Mr.and Mrs.
James W.Barclay
take this opportunity
to announce the sale of

POOL
Office Equipment & Supplies
to
•

Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Cagle

Mr. and Mrs. Cagle will carry the same
good merchandise. We are sorry
to leave but must, due to ill health.

Eleven of 12 American
League teams in 1976 stayed at
the same hotel in Minneapolis
when they visited the Min- •
nesota

LET'S
STICK WITH
A FULL TIME
MAYOR
*Often the mayor, in the best interest of the city, has to attend extended conferences in Frankfort and Washington. This can only be done by a full time
mayor.
*During the day is when knmediate decisions are often needed, not "after
hours."
*The mayor needs to be in City Hall to answer your calls. He ako needs to IN
available to the various department heads so that he can better understand
and work on the problems that face our city employees.

Murray City
Council Ward B

Maurice
Christopher

*The Mayor is available to anyone either at City Hall, and my number is 751
1956,or at different departments within the city.

Concerned About
Energy Conservation
Democratic Primary-May 24th

*The city through the mayor and superintendents are available to handle am.
problems or emergencies that might arise within the city.

Patti for by the candidate

k

*The mayor during the day has to meet with different citizens. He has to attend
meetings of different groups, civic organizations, and with personnel from different branches of local, state, and federal governments.

PROFIT
RAISING EARTHWORMS

*It is the mayor's duty to administer funds after appropriations In, the budget
committee and the council as a whole.

Can You Answer "YE'S-

to These Quest
I
2
3
4

Du you
Do you
Do you
Do you
,t

inSi

ALL THIS WITH NO TAX INCREASE

liae
',vest°, I,"
want a business of your own,
need retirement Of extra an roll,'
have a has is yard to other land'

RE-ELECT

PERHAPS YOU CAN BFroM1- A WORM(;Rov.riP,'
•

IPTil, k, A Pftr)Di
Professional (31.11d4IX ft'
Exchange Membership

EH WI

• Markettny Sets,
• Cornp4ete Supplies

ACT TODAY'SEND FOR YOUR FREE RROCP If 'RI
Send Irma roldorror ohm dent roprrton of lot
Wows to
Or.

NATIONAL
g,s

write,• forffiii• rtmeafile, 33333 • (CIS)
254 7321

MAYOR
JOHN ED SCOTT
Pol. Ad Paid for by John Ed Scott, P.0. Box :390

•
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Bro. John Dale To
Preach At Church
Of Christ Sunday

SCHOOL

Dr. Whittaker To
Speak Sunday At
Baptist Church

The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor of the First Baptist
the 10:45
The Seventh and Poplar Church, will speak at
m. worship
('hurch of Christ will hear Bro. a. m. and seven p.
May 22,
John Dale speak on "Old Time services on Sunday,
n, Jr.,
Robertso
Gus
with
1ieligion" at the 8:30 and 10:40
.1. IT). services, and on "Unto directing the song service,
and
What Then Were Ye Bap- Alene Knight as pianist,
tized?" at the six p. m. ser- Joan Bowker as organist.
His sermons will be "Called
\ Ice.
14 The Will of God" with
Assisting at the early ser- scripture from Ephesians 1:1,
‘ice will be Jack Ward, Alan morning, and "Spiritual
Janes, Richard Duke, John Blessings Through Christ"
Steele, and Hobert Usrey. At with scripture from Ephesians
the later.sereice assisting will 1:3-10; evaina.
be Jack Rose, Jerry Bolls,
Assisting in the services will
Clete Young,Joe Garland, and be G. T. Moody, G. T. Lilly,
Jim Wilson.
and Fred Workman,deacon of
week.
the
service
evening
The
music will be by the
Special
Rose,
Jack
be
will
assistants
and Mrs. Gilbert
Choir
.Adult
CuffJerry Bolls: Larry
tangham, Ronnie Sills, and Mathis.
• Volunteer nursery workers
Gary .Potts.
will be Dr. and Mrs. Rex
Presiding for The Lord's Galloway, Raymond Clark,
`-':pper will be Mike Lyons, Mrs. G. C. Wilson, Mrs.
like Morgan, Dale Chadwick, Carney Andrus, Mrs. Orvis
and !tardy Wright. Edward Hendrick, Mrs. Martha
Carolyn
Thomas, Joe Thornton, Ed Boyden, Miss
'Filmes, and Max Walker will Boyden, Mitzi Cathey, Mrs.
serve on the Extension William Sams, Miss Julie
Department. Lisa Turner will Sams, Mrs. Paul Dailey, Jr.,
tw the teen nursery helper.
and Miss Deena Dailey.

Please Vote
for

Dr. J.D. Outland
Murray City Council - Ward B
For Responsible Government
Your Vote and Influence Appreciated

The final menus for the
school year 1977 for the
Murray City SchooleThave
been released for the week of
May 28 ba- 27 by the Food
Services Director Glenda'
Jeffrey as follows:
MURRAY HIGH — Monday
- bar-b-qued beef, country
fried steak, and cookie;
Tuesday - pizza, sloppy Joe,
and cookie; Wednesday - beef
and gravy, sliced turkey,
rolls, and jelly; Thursday corn dog, taco, and cake;
Friday - chili dog, pork
chopette, and cake. Hamburger line and a variety of
iruits and vegetables are
_Served daily.
MURRAY MIDDLE — 4.
Monday - spaghetti or hamburger and cookie; Tuesday pizza or hot dog and pudding;
Wednesday - turkey and gravy
or hamburger and rolls and
jelly; Thursday - taco or hot
dog and ice cream; Friday bar-b-qued beef or hamburger
and cake. A variety of fruits
and vegetables will be served
daily.
CARTER AND ROBERTSON — Monday - bar-b-qued
chicken on bun, corn, mixed
fruit, and cookie; Tuesday turkey and gravy, creamed
potatoes, cranberry sauce,
bread, and cookie; Wednesday -corn dog, pinto beans,
slaw, and cake; Thursday hamburger, french fries, fruit
gelatin, and cookie; Friday peanut butter sandwich,
potato chips, carrot sticks.
and orange.

Paid for by the candidate

Re-elect

DAVE WILLIS
TO MURRAY

CITY COUNCIL
Ward

Your Vote And Influence
Will Be Appreciated
Political
paid for by Dove Willis, 211 Spruce St.

''SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Will

Be Open Every Sunday

For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.

Your Individual
Horoscope

wncH menu

Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY, MAY 23, 1377
when you MUST. principles while you also aim to
What kind of day will of those days
, mix-ups and better understand their
tomorrow be? To find out what Otherwise
andings wW ensue. reasoning.
the stars say, read the forecast misunderst
AQUARIUS
VIRGO
given for your birth Sign.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
t Aug- 24 to Sent 23)
A fine chance to put more
Forethought must be day's
for
watchword. Make no important strength into methods Your
ARIES
your goals.
furthering
and
decisions
sign
no
to
Apr.
drAl
21
20)'
(Mar.
and perceptiveness
You may have to alter agreements without careful keennesshelp
you find new
should
n.
Some
deliberatio
misleading
Don't
fight
directions.
exploration.
for
avenues
influences.
necessary changes especially
PISCES
X
in plans involving future LIBRA
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
te23)
Oct.
a A to 0
t.
Sept.4
security.
reappraisal of
thorough
A
day!
influences
A
TAURUS
activities can be the
should bring increased prestige, recent
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
basis for highly improved
By going along with your new friendships, personality future planning. Don't stymie
associates, you can further your development You can gain
yourself through outmoded
own aims as well. It's a day through others as well as
ideas,- methods. Be progressive.
through
your
own
efforts.
pay
will
when teamwork
satisfying dividends.
SCORPIO
YOU BORN TODAY are
GEMINI
I Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
endowed with unusual verNot much planetary help satility, lofty ambitions, a
( May 22 to June 21)
How you relate to others will here, so day is practically your
remarkable memory and keen
be especially meaningful now. own to mold. Try to conclude
perceptiveness. You are selfBe particularly alert in com- long-term agreements if any
sufficient and intuitive, so act
munication with those who are are pending. Stars are generous
on your hunches. You would
LTI that respect.
important to your interests.
make an immensely successful
SAGITTARIUS
CANCER
engineer, scientist or trial
GPO
23
I
to
21)
Dec.
Nov.
(June 22 to July 231
lawyer but, if the serious side of
Fine Jupiter influences. Take
You may have to make some
life does not appeal to you, try
the
and
reins
drive
up
straight,,
concessions in a business
profa great love of beauty and
and
strong
with enthusiasm.
matter, but the end results will
color but may find it difficult to
to
well-defined
be worthwhile. Expect some Adhere
commercialize art. Better that
procedures, however.
good news in the p.m.
you take it up as a hobby. BirthCAPRICORN
date of: Carolus Linnaeus,
LEO
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Swedish botanist; Douglas
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Maintain an intelligent,
Fairbanks, Sr., film star.
It is difficult for you to contain
ing distance from
yourself at times, but this is one discriminat
those who do not hold to your

=_A

etil0

itifi•

Let's Stay Well

Ear Banks For Deafness Research

By F.J.L. Blasingame,
0: Mrs. KR writes that she
has a deaf friend who is isolated and whose life situation is
sad. She wants to know if anyRegular worship services thing is. being done to underswill be held at 10:50 a. m. and tand the cause of deafness in
seven p. m. on Sunday, May order to try to prevent its oc22, at the Memorial Baptist curence.
Church. Speaker for both A: If we are to understand
services will be the Rev. more about the normal hearJerrell White, pastor.
ing process and the causes of
The Rev. Ron Hampton, deafness, more research is esminister of music, will direct sential.
the song service with A step in this direction has
Margaret Wilkins as organist been taken recently by the
and Dianne Dixon as pianist. American Hearing Research
Hayden Rickman,deacon of Foundation, which established
the week, will assist in the a temporal bone laboratory at
Mercy Hospital and Medical
services.
Sunday School will be at 9:40 Center in thicago. (The tema. m. with Elbert Thomason poral bone on each side of the
ear.)
as director, and Church skull contains the
estabTraining will be at six p. m. The foundation has
lished a temporal bone bank
and is seeking donations of inCarl Miller
ner ears by persons who have
foe
impaired hearing or other ear
City
disorders.
The temporal bone bank will
Councilman
differently from an eye
operate
Medal £4 Pad Pd CAVI lake
bank,from which healthy parts
are sought and transplanted to
living persons. Instead, the
temporal bones are preserved
and subsequently are studied to
determine changes from the
norm.
The temporal bone time
should be removed shortly
after death so that only a
minimum of postmortem
changes have occurred. A
cylinder of bone about one inch
in diameter is removed for
preparation and preservation.
A careful history of the donor's
hearing or ear problem also is
required.
The studies that follow require a long and careful period
of laboratory work
The dense, hard bone has to
be decalcified. The softened
bone and its other tissues are
then sliced in thin sections
(about one one-thousandth of
an inch in diameter), mounted
on a glass slide, stained and
carefully examined under the
microscope for abnormal
changes.
In this manner, the
symptoms that the person experienced during life can be
compared with the—canges
found in the ears, and their disease can be better understood.
Such understanding may lead
to means of preventing or
relieving similar changes in
other persons.
Reseaach studi,es also are
being u ,ae elsewhere on living
animals by exposing them to
various levels of noises (similar, for example, to the daily
noise to which a person might

Memorial Church
To Hold Services

VOTEFOR
EFFECTIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT

be exposed in his job). The
effects are measured on the
hearing responses of the exposed animals and their ears
are studied for tissue changes.
Much more can be done now
than earlier in treating deafness or lessening its impairment of the life of the victim.
Fortunately, more attention
now is being given to prevention of deafness and to
research into the causes of ear
impairment.

Episcopal Church
Plans Services
St. John's Episcopal Church
will have morning prayer
services at 9:45 a. m. on
Sunday, May 22, with Steve
Hale as the lay reader and Ben
Moore as the acolyte.
Church School will be at
eleven a. m.

Dine By
Candlelight
at

RESTAURANT

B R•B•Q
8///1 '1.1 LIST

Mr. L's
Friday & Saturday
May 20 and 21

309 N. 16th West Side of Campus

*Sirloin Fr 2 People (2 lb )
•Kansas City - Cut Thick & Juicy
•8 oz. Ribeye
*12 oz. 1-Bone —All The Trimmin s—'

eaLh

er`ol

...

53.49
'3.49
$3.49
$3.49

dui you 'an Eat
Cole Slaw.
SEAFOOD 1. Catfish
2. Shrimp (6)
Texas TO(Y)i
SPECIAL 3. Oysters (6) Good Order French Fries
Try Our Fabulous Salad Bar!

THE
OT WATER GANG
Vicious Energy Wasters

HALFLOAD HATTINever washes full
loads in the dish
washer or clothes'
washer.

E.Z. SATURDAY—
Every time he plans
to wrap the electric
water heater with
R-11 insulation or
set its thermostat'.
back to 150 degrees,
he decides to take
a nap instead.

BATHTUB BETTY—
Takes deep steamy
tub baths instead of
short cool showers.

MUTT DOGGEREL—
YOUNG SHAVER—
While trying to shave, A victim of circumhe lets hot water
stances.
pour down the drain.

CAUTION: Th-s gang is a threat to their electric bills, about 25 percent of which are
for water heating costs.
This is my final request for your vote and support. Consider all the issues
involved in being a good Sheriff. Consider the candidates, their qualifications and
background.
We need to elect a man that has a record for getting the job done. In addition
to the existing responsibilities, I have offered you much more.(Such as a drug
abuse program and effective law enforcement.) I will make the taxpayers of this
county proud of their Sheriff.
"Put your vote to work.
t I will greatly appreciate it.

— Vote For

BILLY
INE
BALENT
For
City Councilman
Ward A

Political ad paid for by the candidate

y
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132 West Ky.
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
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Crossword Puzzler

"Ow.-A1:4
By Abigail Van Buren

Prayer Antidote
For Snake's Bite
1

DEAR ABBY: Four years ago I married my high school
sweetheart. A week later I lost my job. Then I heard that
the Alaska pipe line paid $12.80 an hour, with plenty of
overtime Rime and a half and double on Sundays).
My wife and I decided that I should go, and I'd send her
all I could save to be deposited to a joint bank account.
In eight months she banked $16,000. She wanted to buy
a home, so I agreed.
When I returned at the year's end, she'd bought a home
all right! But it was in HER name, and she had another
man living with her.. What an explosion! Bidding them
adieu amidst blows and broken furniture, I returned to
Alaska.
That was three years ago. Since then I've banked
$87,000. Now comes a letter from my wife telling me she
has split with her boyfriend, and through a "legal
technicality" HE has gained possession of "our" home and
she needs money to protect "our" property.
Abby, you don't have to tell me not to send her any
money, but please tell me how to forget a wife I know is
poison, but think of all day and dream of all night.
I know I need legal advice, but I also need an antibiotic
fot the love bug. Help me.
JOE IN FAIRBANKS
DEAR JOE: You don't need an antibiotic for an insect
bite —you need an antidote for a snakebite. Drive thoughts
of HER out of your mind with thoughts of HIM. And when
the going gets rough, pray for strength to get you through
the day. The Lord never gives U8 a heavier burden than we
can carry.

ACROSS
1 Assumed
name
Vital organ
11 City in
Texas
13 Smaller
14 lAountain

(abed

15 Forestall
17 Symbol for
plutonium
18 ossessive
pronoun
20 Regions
21 Things, in
law
22 Golf
mounds
24 Scottish for
"John"
25 Dispatched
28 Amend
28 Time gone
by
29 Trade for
money
30 Ashes of

soaw•od

5 Woman's
name
Chickens
7 Superlative
ending
8 Conjunction
9 Feel regret
for
10 Confidence
12 Continued

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

01111 auaa ALIO
111111n -mu 133
OOM 3111 1213
111 0111 331113
51101 7111 11111
mmincs 'Ain 31
1111M 1111
ouaa AWAALA
D30 MEIUU 30IM3
UUMEU 1JJJ 'J1
UMEIR 31112 AMU
GEM Jaaa aUJIA
UAW gliiVid ALMA

story

13 Spare
18 Meat Of calf
19 teeters
21 Breathe
23 Recess
25 Dinner

Course

27 Cloth
measure
28 Fondle
30 Gist
31 Edge
32 Fight
between
two
33 Pantry
34 Listened to

31 Spheroid
32 Mot item
t 2 Wiz
34 lament
35 Possessive
i1
pronoun
30 haul with
1.4 111::::::15
effort
.o.s!
38 Bitter vetch II
119
39 Part of stove

20

NA"
%.%
...Am
X:"

scale

v.!

agglim•Nor
a •
32
IIII al
4"IISiIs
Nil - ---_3,

48 Schoolbook
31
48 part of
x.77:
camera (p1)
50 More arid
51 Couples
DOWN
1 Let In
2 Second of
two
3 Negative
prefix

I HOPE IT
DOESN'T
COME RO R
ANOTHER
HOUR

I LOVE
TO WAIT
HERE

SHE KNOWS TRAT U/HEN
I'M PLAqINO,ALL THE
CALLS ARE 60IN6 "TO
gE N CENTIMETERS!

ge-WE ZMCDP
ALL
IN O
CU
AR
KES
BAKED

Bus\I

STOP

BASEMENT
IL. OVENS
.k

"
L.

STOP)

•

II

THOSE WHO NEED IT
WILL DO ANYTHIN&
TO GET IT...EVEN
KILL,,,

CAN
WHITE
PONDER
13E 50
BAO 2

......
.1....m
i%.
.3;

IT 15 AN EVIL THAT
SPREADS RAPIDLY., WE
MU5T 510P IT BEFORE
IT INFECTS THE
JUNGLE „.
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44 .4.4.
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e %_::...tit4 M
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III

SHE COMES TO SEE THAT
HER LITTLE DARL:N6 6E15
fiOOD CALL5!SAE ATE5ME

II
Wel7

lllIVS5S
21

....7? 24
41 Transgress hilll23 ...
kki 42 Paid notice ....A.26
27
Egg dishes

SHE'S THE MOTHER
OF ONE OF THE KIDS
WE'RE PLAtei NG...

vE BEEN
".A'A TING AN
FOR MY
S TO COME

35 Above
44 Nahoor
37 Twelve
sheep
dozen
47 Three-toed
39 Hebrew
sloth
measure
49 Spanish for
40 Walk
43 Poem
5 .NOWNR4 7 I 9 to

UIR 12 inla
16

43
45 Note of

SEE THAT
FAT LAIN
OVER
THERE 7

4 Hicel
mountain

II RU

Tr-IERE 60E5 r4,5
FiN6ER AbAIN! WrIAT
DO YOU 9LIPP09E
HE15 DONG It4
)415 DREAM?

4ig

T
HONEY, THAT WAS
A DELICIOUS
MEAL'

11,

I TI-IINK I'LL

I ON HAVE A SECOND
HELPING OF MY SECOND
HELPING

HAVE A SECOND
HELPING

DEAR ABBY: Ever since I can remember I've wanted
to be an airline stewardess. lam now 19and have been told
by some people that lam too tall to be a stewardess. I am 5
feet 11. Is that too tall?
I'm attractive and intelligent. Can you help me?
TALL IN N.Y.
4
DEAR TALL: Each airline has its own regulations.
Write to the airlines of your choice and inquire.

I! a "." •

Icrscwo

DEAR ABBY:lain a 12-year-old girl who is able to cook
a whole meal alone if I need to. I am,surprised at the
number of girls my age who don't know anything about
cooking or housekeeping. •
Recently a girlfriend want my house, anal asked her to
help me peel some potatoes. She said she had never peeled
a potato in her life. Isn't that ridiculous, Abby? She was my
age.
My mother started teaching me to cook when I was 9.
Please tell mothers to teach their daughters how to cook
and keep house when they are young so they will be
prepared when they are older.
PREPARED AT 12

EVER 140TICE
How 5ARBE
PL.151-IE5 A
Wr4o.g ECLAIR
INTO Hi5
vt0L1T)-11

Ea

—COME6 TO -4 MILLON
14 411LLIOki 4P/E—.
NE
COULD
`.r
FIGOER OUT-

DEAR PREPARED: A sensible idea for boys as well as
girls!

I am running on my record. For those of you who
are welcome newcomers to our county and all our
citizens,hereistherecord.
IN THE LAST 18 MONTHS
Health Center

$140,000
$70,000 Sate — $70,000 Local

Airport

$160,000
$120,000 Federal
$20,000 Kentucky Aeronautics
$20,000 Local(Airport Board)

Library

$160,000
$99,200 State — $60,800 Local

Hospital

$4,200,000
$1,895,000 Federal Hill Burton
$617,000 Federal Grant
$1,688,000 Local

City-County Park

$750,000

$375,000 Federal — $375,000 Local
Juvenile Probation Office
$8,460 Federal — $540 Local
County Jail
$3,600 Federal — $400 Local
TOTAL LOCAL MONEY
TOTAL OTHER MONEY
PERCENTAGE LOCAL
PERCENTAGE OTHER

I Am
JOSHUA (JOSH)

TABERS
CANDIDATE

$9,000
$4,000
$2,214,740
$3,208,260
40%
60%

ALL IN THE LAST 18 MONTHS

MAGISTRATE

These were your tax dollars returned to Calloway
County.

Of the 4th District

I am Joshua Oosh) Tabers a candidate for
magistrate of the 4th District. I am 54 years of
age and a Veteran of World War IL I am the
son of the late Oliver and Onie Tucker Tabers.
I am married to Hazel Willeford Tabers. We
have eight children.
I have worked for the public since a small
boy.--In most cases they were satisfied.
If elected, I will be working to please the
citizens of my district. I will be talking to them
often and using their good ideas when
possible. But when the need be (for the best
interest of the people) I will use my own.
Your vote and influence will be greatly appreciated.
My name will appear No.1
on the following voting machines
Murray No. 6

Lynn Grove

Jackson

Calloway High

Coldwater

Kirksey
Poialcal Ad Paid For By Candidate

HELP ME KEEP
CALLOWAY COUNTY
PROGRESSIVE

Elect

Robert 0. Miller

VOTE

County Judge-Executive

MILLER FOR JUDGE/
EXECUTIVE

Competent-Dedicated

"The Man Who
Gets Things Done"

ROBERT O.
MILLER

Poktical Ad Paid For By Miiier for Judge Campaign - Patrioa Mason Miller, Trees
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2. Notice
WATKINS
R
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128

6 Help Wanted

LE
HORNBUCK.
BARBER SHOP
Open Saturday 8:303:30, Monday 8:30-12
o'clock. Other than by
appointment. Call 7533685. Hospital call and
house call.

City of Murray
Street Department
has opening for
summer employmeApplications
nt.
may be obtained at
City Clerks Office,
City Hall Building
and must be returned not later than
May 28, 1977.

HORNBUCKLE
BARBER
SHOP
asiimmaL
5. Lost And Found
LOST - West of Murray,
11th, female
May
Pointer, white kvith
Orange ticked ears.
Name on collar, G.O.
Wilson. Reward. Call
753-3536.

City of Murray is an
equal opportunity employer.

• 6 Help Wanted
WILL DO trsodrimming
or light lainting.
Reasonable. Call 7533315.

WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If interested call Gene Allen
502-442-7368, Paducah,
Ky.

in
JESUS STATES
Matthew 24:13, 14. "But
he that shall endure unto
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all
the world for a witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
information
further
consult your Bible, for
assistance call 753-4,984.

COUPLES OR MATURE
single people interested
in 2nd or 3rd income.
and
good
Income
negotiable. For appointment, 1-502-8865547.

$100 REWARD for information leading to
arrest and conviction of
hit and run driver involved in wreck Friday
night, May 13 at intersection of 121 South
and Locust Grove Road.
Car is believed to be late
60 to early 70 model
Couger. Light colored
with some primer spots.
Also damage on front
end. Call 436-5829.

PEOPLE SEEKING
OPBUSINESS
PORTUNITY. A good
business with a good
income. No risk. For
appointment call 7533763.
WANTED PERSON to
work in Maintenance
Department helping
with a general maintenance of ours equipment. Some general
knowledge of mechanics
helpful, but not absolutely necessary.
Must be industrious and
willing to learn. Contact
Walt Parkins, Paschall
Truck Lines. An equal
opportunity employer.

HOUSE OF THOUSANDS, Murrays only
complete needle craft
shop. Fox Meadows
South 16th Street. 7533855. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens.

TV Towers
Rotors

OFFICE ASSISTANT
working with technical
instruments. Possible
starting salary $600 per
month. Send complete
resume to P.0. Box 32T,
Murray, Ky.

Antennas
All At
WHOLESALE
PRICES

TV Service
Center
Central Curter 753-6866
GENRETIRED
TLEMAN, age 62,
looking for a lady
companion between the
ages of 62 to 65 years.
Stanley Cox, Route 3,
Cadiz, Ky. 42/11.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast, service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
4

, Memory
0

JUST TWO years ago
today. May 22, our Dear
Daughter was taken
away, only forty-five, by
that dreadful cancer
that don't stop. But God
only knows why a lovely
one like her should have
to die. Such shorty stay
in this land here below.
No one knows. But our
hearts ache yet and
never shall forget. I
know we shall meet in
the Sweet Bye and Bye
in a home in the skies.
God took her home, it
was his will, but in our
heart we love her still.
Her memory is as dear
today as in the hour she
passed away. We often
sit and think of her,
when we are all alone.
For memory is the only
friend that grief can call
its own. Her loving
mother and family
Myrtle Underhill.

•

MATURE CHRISTIAN
woman to keep 3
children in my home, 8
a.m. to 12 noon. Monday
through „Friday, $24.00
per week. (fall 753-5487.
SALESMEN NEEDED
for Bonanza Buildings
• throughout Western Ky.
and Southern Illinois.
Permanent career in
sales - sales presentation kit and tools - no
over night travel - excellent
commission
potential, income over
$20,000 - proven building
designs (Bonanza
Buildings). Will be interviewing May 26 and
27. Send resume to J. C.
Cates Construction
Company, Route 1, West
Paducah, Ky. 42086 or
call 443-8562 after 6 p.m.
for appointment.

12 Insurance

ELECTROLUX AGAIN
OFFERS SPECIAL
PROGRAM TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS
For the eleventh consecutive year, Electrolux is offering summer part time or full
time employment to
college students. ,The
includes
program
$1,000, $750 and $500
special awards for
selling a fixed volume
of business. Student
participation has conincreased.
tinually
Last year the sales
volume of students in
the summer program
totaled over 2 million
Interested
dollars.
students may call 4436460 in Paducah, Ky.

Think
Time to think
about tobacco
crop hail
insurance.

Joe Sledd
Agency
505 Main St.
753-5842
14. Want To Buy
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.

elpal oppernmaty sompieyor

SALESMAN'S DREAM
- One of the newest,
hottest items On the
market, MAPAKAM
MARQUEES. Sell on
sight to businesses. Very
high earnings Work
your area, your hours.
MAPAKAM, Inc., 2001
E. Dale,Springfield, MO
65803. ..

FEATHERBEDS
PAYING top price. Call
753-7462 after 5 a.m.

MECHANIC, rack man,
and clean-up. Call 75371,14 or come by 604
South 12th Street.
WANTED - experienced
only, Day cook. Call 7532997.

2

IF YOU think home fires
always happen to other
people, give this ad to a
friend. Smoke Alarm
battery operated by
Water Pik, $29.99.
Wallin Hardware.

SUPER SLICK, low
profile new 1977 Apollo
jet _boats. Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.

GRASS HOG cuts 'grass
and weeds with fish line.
Power by gasoline
engine. Only $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

1970 20' TRI-HULL Mark
Twain, with tandem
trailer. 215 h.p. Mere
Cruiser with heavy duty
outdrive. Boat, motor
and outdrive in excellent
condition. Only 210
hours. Call 753-4342.

16 HortiP Furnishings
STOVE, AIR Londitioner,
refrigerator, vacuum
cleaner, and rug. Call
J p.m:
753-0764 after'
THREE PIECE living
room furniture set.
Herculon cover, plaid.
$100 Call 753-0062.

WANTED - Complete
twin bed. Call 753-8764.
WANTED - One to 3 acres
of land East to Southeast
of Murray. Call 753-6939
after 5 p.m.
EAR OF CORN. BB
Grubbs, 436-5526.

HOUSEBOAT 32 Foot
River Queen, 75 Mercury 51) h.p. outboard,
used 2 months, sleeps 6.
Evinrude. Asking $5500.
Must sell. Kenlake
Marina Slipi72. Call 7538056.

PORTABLE washer and
r.-dryer. Harvest gold.
Call 753-6632
FRIGIDAIRE: washer,
$50. Call 753-3994.
17 Vacuum Cleaners

Commercial, 800 lb.
slate bed, delivered and
set up with all equipment. From 9650.00.
Seven models on display
many others available.
Also coin operated
tables. Milan Pool
Tables sales. 901-6861177.

ELECTROLV X SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.

COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold
and sterling. Call 7539232.
15. Articles For Sale

KIRBY VACUUM, 500
Maple Street Rebuilt
vacuums, starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your
vacuum for $29.95. Call
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.

TOBACCO AND tomato 19 Farm Equipment
sticks. 13 cents each.
SALES
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263. WILL SELL or buy used
LIMITED TRAVEL
or new farm machinery
S W. Ky. and N. W.
NOW.
on Hardin 84) East. Call
AVAILABLE
Tenn.
Urethane foam. All
437-4801.
Weekly draw plus
sizes, all densities. Cut
incentives
training
to your specs. West Ky. ELECTRIC WAGON, 6
from $250.00 to $350.00
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
against liberal comton. Two row tobacco
Avenue. 753-6767.
mission.. Senior
setter, 2 row cultivator,
earning
salesmen
6 row sprayer 110 gallon
$18,000 to $45,000.
tank and pump. Three
CARPET
REMOVE
Management opportu12" JD plows, three 14"
paths and spots; fluff
nities.
JD plows. 10 bushel
beaten down nap with
include;
Fringes
seeder-fertilizer. 300 IH
Blue Lustre. Rent
Hospitalization. Life
tractor. . Many other
shampooer, Big K. Bel
Prcfit
Insurance,
items. to see call 753Aire Shopping Center.
Shartng, Retirement. ),
8090 between 6 a.m. and
You receive sales
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft. • 2 p.m. or 3 miles south
the
in
training
on Murray Paris Road.
per bale. Premium
territory.
guaranteed.
quality
Our products are
$10.99 per bale. Wallin FOR ALL YOUR fencing
and
needs. Call AAA Fence
non-technical
Hardware, Paris.
Sipply Co., 1-444-6865,
readily learnable.
We sell -cherriica!
Paducah, Ky.
USED AIR conditioner.
specialties' to the InCall 753-9104 or 753-1551,
Food
d u str ia ,
Dill electric.
1965 430 CASE diesel
processing, Automotipoint
3
tractor,
ve and institutional
CONDITIONER
AIR
hydraulic leveler on
markets. High quality
sale. All deluxe models
tractor, bushog,scraper
bring
products
with 10 position therbox, landscaping blade,
repeat
profitable
mostat and variable
like new plow and Heavy
sales.
speed fans 5 year
Duty 6' disc. Two axle
You must have a
guarantee on units.
tilt trailer. Will separate
successful work or self
Factory authorized local
some equipment. Call
employment history.
6000 BTU,
service.
436-2538.
Sales background op$189.95, 10,000 BTU,
tional. A late Model
$259.95; 17,000 BTU,
car required.
MASSEY
$339.95; 20,000 BTU, 1.35
Interviews Monday
$3450.
FERGUSON,
$349.95; 23,000 BTU,
and Tuesday
New Holland baler, $950,
$369.95; 26,000 BTU,
pickup disc, $200. Three
CAN YOU QUALIFY?
$399.95. Wallin Hard14" plow (fair Conware, Paris.
dition. $175. Rose,
Contact
at Old
Highway
77n3c.
Concord
Co
,
,s
GEORGE FOUST
PIANO, MINI bike,
Salem Road or call 753502-442-7341
stereo, braided rugs,
in Paducah, Ky.
bed, range, refrigerator,
couch and chair, armed
tractor,
FERGUSON
chair, dining chairs.
If unable to reach
overhauled,
completel%
Cheap. Call 753-9863.
Send Resume to:
good condition, good
tires,
also 7 ft. mower
FOR SALE -- Shingles
and 2 bottom plow to be
roofing
roll
sq.
$13.50
DELTA FOREMOST
sold with tractor. One 2
$6.50 ea., 15 lb. felt $5.00
CREMICAL
row planter with fer4 x 8 particle board CORPORATION
tilizer attachment. One
"at $2.00,
38
$1.40,
at
`.).0. Box 30310
row cultivator, Allis
at $2.50, 58" at $2.85.
Memphis,Tenn
chalmer 66 combine,
2x
$9.00.
at
34"
Plywood
38130
good condition with a
x
4
en
4's at .80,ea. Paneling
An equal tipportunity
new canvas,$600. Phone
04.yer
8 sheets over 80. selec753-5245
tions starting at $2.75 ea.

ASSISTANT MANAGER
- fast food service.
WEEKLY
Immediate opening in $200.00
stuffing
Murray. Good future.
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfStarting salary with
stamped
addressed
opportunity for advancement. Applicant
envelope to Fischer
must be married and
Enterprises, Box 127,
have experience in food
Eureka, South Dakota
full. 57437.
service. Send
resume and picture to:
9 Situations Wanted
Kay Barker, P. 0. Box
1242, Muskowee,
WILL DO housecleaning
Oklahoma, 74401:
or yard work. Call Judy,
753-8595.
BUILDING MATERIAL
Salesman. Background
in residential building
material, retail or
v.holesale lumber and or
sales
DISTRIBUTORSHIP
work
mill
,desirable. Advancement
and
maeragement
Will not interfere
potential in independant
with present emcontractor orienated
No selling
ployment.
Salary
company.
Twenty
required.
with
commensurate
year
old
company.
to
Reply
quality.
See our ad on the
Lumber
Thomas
Sports Page,today!
('ompany, Inc. PO
Drawer T. Clarksville,
Tenn. 37640

20 Spurts Eou,pment

15 Articles For Sale

Wood Spindles at .05 per
inch. Paint. Styofoam
and 1" 4
insulation x 8 sheets. Doors
starting at $5.00 ea.
Bathroom vanities and
wall board. Tomato
stakes at .06 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$25.00, used office chairs
starting at $5.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at .15
cents lb. Closet cedar 4 x
8 sheets $3.75 to $6.00.
Ross & Tuck Salvage
Mdse. Inc..P.O. Box 88.
Martin, Tn. 38237,
Phone: 901-587-2420,
Open on Sat. Until 3:00.
5 H.P. RIDING mower.
Reconditioned this
spring. $125. Call 7539680
LAWN
REBUILT
mowers. $25 and up. K
and II Repair, 94 East.

35 FERGI SON Deluxe
tractor %kith plows and
disc. Bushog. One ton
Dodge car hauler. Call
436-5568
JUST RE) iEVED truck
load of track tool boxes.
Deluxe box. 09.95.
Standard $79.95. See
them before you buy.
Vinson 1 tractor Company, 753-4892.
CONTACT WEST KY,
Grain Handling
Equipmer t. 1-345-2120 or
345-2633 !' ,r Farm Fan
Dryers Dealer for
Baugllnia_ Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin Early season
on Baughman during
March.
20 Sports Equipment
POWERBILT golf clubs,
full set call 753-6901
before 3 3(3

15'2 FT. Pro Craft bass
boat. 85 Mercury, power
trim, trolling motor,
depth finder, tape deck
and custom trailer. Call
436-2718 after 5 p.m.
15' RUNABOUT 60 h.p.
Evinrude. Trailer with
extras. Call 489-2276.
12' AIRCRAFT aluminurri
boat, $100. Three h.p.
Evinrude, $100. Or both
for $175. Call 436-5486.
1'2 M.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h.p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
22 Musical
Spinet
ORGA-SONIC
organ, maple with
double keyboard, $450.
Call 753-5245.

32 Apartments For Rent

Motile Home Sales
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home with 2 lots. 21
miles South of Murray.
Near Ky. Lake. Call 4362504.
12 z 60, 1974 Buckaneer
mobile home. Call 4354594 after 4:30 p.m.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 z 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901-2475457, Puryear, Tenn.
1966 10 FY. WIDE, 2
conair
bedroom
ditioner. Furnished,
nice. $2750. Call 753-2762.
1975 MOBILE'HOME. 12
z 70. Three bedroom,
bath and half, fully
carpeted, unfurnished.
Buy or take over
payments. Call 753-6422.

DUPLEX APARTMENT
2'2 miles east of Murray
- on private road. Total
partially
electric,
furnished, city water
furnished. $130.00 per
month. Deposit
required. Call 753-8848
before 9 p.m. Available
May 17.
34 Houses For Rent
FOUR BEDROOM, 2
bath, brick: .3.5 miles
from Murray on 94E.
$200 per month. Call 4928598.
SMALL UNFURNISHED
house in country. Near.
New Concord. Hot and
cold water, garden spot.
horses.
keep
May
required.
References
Call 436-5447 Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday.
HOUSE 31e2 miles East of
Murray. Prefer
Christian family. $100
month. Call 753-8368.

12 x 60 EXTRA nice. Call
753-1988.
29 Mobile ,Home Rentals
NICE TWO BEDROOM,
one or 2 people only.
small court. Call 7538126 after 5 p.m.
12165 MOBILE HOME,2
bedroom, living room,
bath and kitchen. Call
753-4418.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
GARAGE SPACE for
business purposes. Call
•-I
753-9998.
COUPLE WANTS to rent
country.
in
house
Willing to do repairs.
Call 753-1495.

CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball ard COUPLE WANTS to rent
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
2 bedroom house 'or
and Clark. Largest
apartment. In or around
Western
selection in
Murray. Call 753-2732.
753-1424,
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray, 32 Apartments For Rent
Ky.
DUPLEX,CARPORT, all
24 Miscellaneous
built-ins, patio,
basically furnished and
FIREPLACE enclosure
private. $175. 1405
with glass doors and
mesh drawn screen. All
Stadium View Dr. Call
753-4981. Available June
sizes and finishes.
1.
$88.88. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
FURNISHED FOUR
bedroom apartment for
2000 INDUSTRIAL Ford
rent; also apartments
tractor and loader. 1973
for 1 and 2. Near
Chevelle wagon. White
Available
University.
rock, decorated rock,
immediately. Call 753rich dirt. Clifford
7575 or 0669.
Garrison, 753-3429 after
4 p. m.
APARTFURNISHED
2
or
MENTS, 1
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for anbedrooms. Also sleeping
tique beds or campers.
rooms. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Buy direct an&save on
all mattresses, Street, 753-6609.
Healthopedic or foam
WEST KY. MATTRESS, TWO BEDROOM fur1136 South 3rd, Paducah.
apartment.
nished
Phone 1443-7323.
Central gas heat. Water
furnished. $103 month.
26 TV Radio
No pets. Also 1 bedroom
furnished,
apartment
THIS
ENJOY
Water
Miller.
1606
BEAUTIFUL stereo
furnished, $100. Call 753console in your home for
1203.
only $10.00 a month. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
one
NICE
VERY
'753-7575.
bedroom furnished
apartment. Half block
CB WALKIE TALKIE set
from campus. Call 753with adapter. Three
2967 after 4:30.
channel. One never
used. $75. Call 753-0062.
NICE FURNISHED and
unfurnished 1 bedroom
25" COLOR console
apartments. Water
Magnavox TV. Like
furnished. 1414 Vine,
new. For balance due or
Murray.
low monthly payment. J
ONE
and B Music-Magnavox, FURNISHED
753-7575.
bedroom apartment.
Extra nice. Air con27 Mobile Home Sales
dition. Private yard.
Walking distance of
1974 LAFAYETTE 2
$85 month. Call
campus.
bedroom, 12 x 65. With
753-7276.
washer and dryer. See
at Riviera Cis. or call
THREE ROOM furnished
753-3280.
apartment. Call 7533994.
72
x
12
1973
TOWNHOUSE, 2 NEW TWO BEDROOM
bedrooms, 1 bath, living
garden apartment. All
room, den with bar.
carpet, range,
kitchen;•all large rooms.
refrigerator,ANisposal,
Extra nice. Must see to
washer and dryer
appreciate. Call 436-5455
hookup. Private patio.
after 5 p.m.
Call 753-7550.

-

38 Pets

FURNISHED or unfurnished. Located 10
miles out of town. Call
753-9964.
TWO BEDROOM electric
heat, brick veneer
house. $135 month. No
children. Call 753-1602 or
753-8175, Mrs. George
Hart.

PA
Supplies

THREE MONTH old
Beagle puppies, from
good hunting stock. Call
498-8704 after 5 p.m.
MINIATURE
puppy.
DACHSHUND
Female 6 months old.
Black and Tan. AKC.
Call 753-7947 or 753-8182.
AKC REGISTERED
Pinscher
Doberman
breeding for $100 and
pick of litter. Call 4742379.
REGISTERED Labrador
Retriever, $7500,
females only. Had shots.
Right age for hunting
this fall. Call 365-6689,
Kyladunn.
FEMALE REGISTERED
Walker Coonhound. Call
436-5650.
39 Poult,) -Supplies
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-5277880.
40 Produce
U PICK Strawberries.
End of Season Special.
25 cents a quart. Call
753-8848.

Strawberries
For Sale

36 For Rent Or Lease

Jesse Jones.
Sedalia Ky.
328-8543

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side-ciliwt square
Mayfield, 2506 ,sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.

41 Pubtir Sales
FOR LEASE - four
bedroom, 2 bath, brick
home with double
nicely
garage,
Fardecorated in
mington. Lease option
purchase
available. Call 345-2745.
37 Livestock

Supplies

TWO REGISTERED
Polled Hereford Bulls.
Service age. Call 7533336 after 5.
HEREFORD
EIGHT
cows and calves. $250 a
pair or best offer. Call
753-3625 from 8 a.m. to
8:30 p.m.
WESTERN SADDLE.
Call 753-0748.
38 Pets

Supplies

REGISTERED FEMALE
Irish Setter, 16 months.
$50. Call 753-8056.

SALE,
GARAGE
Saturday, May 21. 8
a.m.-4 p.m. 1507 Dudley
Drive. Unusual antique
wicker swing, some
other furniture. Clothes,
ladies, and girls. some
mens clothing. Good
variety.
YARD SALE, 4,2 mile
north of Stella on 121.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. 9-5. Clothing
of all sizes, odds and
ends.
YARD SALE, 3 miles
North of Murray on 641.
GIGANTIC RUMMAGE
Sale, 1500 sq. ft. Bargain
Barn, 13th and Main.
Saturday, 8-4. Racks
and tables,- summer
clothing, shoes, drapes,
toys, beautiful living
plants, baby supplies.

DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM

LISTINGS•SALES•MANAGEMENT•APPRAISALS

rom4414.404..

anumenillIme"-

Alla
INVESTMENT WITH
HIGH RETURN

This shop is ideal for a cleanup shop or other
auto-related business, or the present tune-up and
carburetor business can be continued. Two upstairs apartments will yield aliriOst6% on the
total investment! Rent the 'shop portion for a
return of 12% or better.

DONALD R.

UCKER
REALTOR

MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to serve you

NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon
Chuck Shuffett
Patricia Miller
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B

4364676
753-4560
753-7550
753-1930

DONALD R. TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
Member Nalli-lishog Service and Murray -Calloway Board ol Realtors
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43 Red Estate
: OWNER SAYS SELL!!!
Income property. . . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apartments, central gas heat,
2car garage... Make an
offer. Call LORETTA
JOBS REALTQRS now!
753-1492:

or
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LAKE PROPERTY, 3
bedroom brick house,
double carport, large
utility room,2full baths,
fully carpeted, central
heat and air, fireplace,
built-in cook top, dishwasher, self cleaning
oven, and more. Near
Paris LandinZ. Call 901686-1671 or nights 502753-9514.
WOODED AREA near
lake and Blood River. 35
nicely wooded acres on
Kirby Jennings Trail
near Blood River. This
property is located just
north of Hamlin, Ky.
Priced atonly $13,125.00.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
Murray. 753-0101 or call
Bob Rodgers at 753-7116.

43 Rea, Estate

43 Real Estate
QUIET
COUNTRY
LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white Wick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard heat, carpet,
nice kitchen and family
room, refrigerator and
built-in range. Paved
driveway and paved
basketball court. A nice
comfortable home at a
reasonable price.
$29,500: Contact Guy
Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.

QUALITY REALTY CO
N. Pottier lemon, Ay.
5271441
Ware, Oraosrey Colenty
437-4111

317

PROFESSIONALLY
4DiCORATED
bedroom, brick and
masonite, 2-story home.
Located in a peaceful
country setting on Ford
Road, just a short
distance SW of Murray
city limits. Has many
features that accent the
Stoughtfulness of the
deign and lay-out. Call
Stinson Realty for an
appointment. 753-3744.
Multiple
Member
Listing Service.

FINE, WELL built brick
_home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a huge lot (75
x 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,
twosar brick garage. To
FURNISHED 2-bedroom
see this reasonably - lake area cottage.
priced . property call
Unbeliesrably low priced
John C. Nenbatter, • at $6,750. Approximately
Realtor, 505 'Main St.,
2 blocks from Kentucky
753-0101 or call Bride.
Lae, on a shaded lot.
Ratterree, 753-5921.
Must see to appreciate.
Owner lives out of state
and.is unable to
Wilson
Phone 753-3744, Stinson
Insurance and Real
Realty Co. Member
Multiple Listing SerEstate Agency, Inc
vice.
202 Sevii4t Street
Plow 753-3243

OWNERS WANT OFFER
recently
this
on
redecorated 3 bedroom
home with fireplace,
located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving andanxious
to sell. Excellent opportunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
_Kopperad Realty 7531222 for more information.

MINT CONDITION - 3
bedroom -frame;
fireplace, dining room,
electric heat, screened
porch. Well landscaped
with many shade trees.
Close to shopping
centers. Low 30's.,
Waldrop Real Estate
Agency, 206 South 4th.
753-5646.

TELEPHONE 753-1051

NEW
ANOTHER
LISTING. Lovely 3
bedroom, l',2 bath home
at 1312 Kirkwood Drive.
A pretty den with
fireplace that opens onto' a redwood deck. An
excellent buy at only
$30,000. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
more information. We
are Murray's fastest
.
growing realty.
.0

*Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair

*Stone Setting
*Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
113S.4th

753-2835

Senior care medical facilities. Very •
substantial earnings plus solid guaranteed income for all specialties. Write to
International Medical Science Corp.,
P.O. Box 697, Dania PL 33004 or phone
Paul Barnett(305)525-6501.

Let's talk Quality.
Say, you've heard that before.
So have we, that's why
we did something about it.
We don't just promise Quality, we PROVIDE it
Because we think 'YOU deserve it.
For a Quality that will please see...

NM\

Thornton Tile
& Marble
Smith 9th

1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME, Good
condition. Power
steering, brakes and air.
Maroon with White toe.
Call 753-4015.
Atter 4:00 call 7534103.

ESTATE

401 Street

5646
New listing Needed
753

LOOKING FOR INVESTMENT
PROPERTY? Two story
duplex in good condition /
with 2 bedrooin apartment on each floor. '
Located at 1201 Vine
Street. Also, listed with
us is a duplex at 414 .f
South 10th Street which
rents for $100 month.
One side has been newly
decorated. Call for
details or come by 105 N. '2
12th, Boyd Makirs
Estate, 753-8080.

et,* ..•

BY OWNER - Very
desirable residential lot
in one of the-nicer areas
of the city. All utilities
available. Beautiful
scenic view. Located at
corner of Oak Drive and
Henry Street. 150'
frontage on Oak Drive x
90' on Henry Streets If
interested call 753-5970.
LARGE WOODED
in
lots
lakeview
restricted subdivision on
Ky. Lake near Hamlin.
For information call
Robert A. Morris 4362473.

Amb.

„

WELL KEPT 4 bedroom
brick home,.5 minutes
from town on 2'7 acres
with 18 x 22 barn. Nice
shade and garden. Call
753-7620 after 5 p.m.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
brick on lot next to Old
Kirksey School. Call 4892110.
THREE BEDROOM 1'7
bath,
convenient
location. $29,900.: Call
' 753-9827.

45 Farms For Sale
96 ACRE FARM for sale.
Call 753-1988.
NEW BRICK home,
efficient.
energy
Wooded 3 acres, 12
Of
North
minutes
Murray, 641. Call 5271087.

MUST SELL - by owner.
Nice 3 bedroom cottage,
_ close. _to lake, with
stove,
fireplace,
refrigerator, wall to
wall shag carpeting.
Reduced to $14,500. Call
7124288 Or 753-6274 after
5 p.m.

46. Homes For Sale

13' SCOTTY camping
trailer, sink, stove and
icor 1973
. MONTE CARLO, icebox. Sleeps 3. 1650.
nice,
air,
power" Call 753-8124.
1==,
steering, bucket seats,
new Uniroyal radials. 1965 16' Thunderbird
camper. Trailer self
Call 7534721 after 5 p.m.
contained. 8650. Call 4362516.
1967 CHEVROLET '2 ton
pickup. Automatic
CONVERTED Chevrolet
transmission, priced to
school bus, sleeps 5, 3
sell. Call 753-5267 aftec..5
burner cook top, comp.m.
refrigerator,
pact
couch, closet and kit1973 GAND PRIX
chen cabinets. Has 2
Pontiac. Fully equipped,
speed rear axle and 283
' good condition. Call 753V4 engine. Price $1200.
1292.
Call 4924149 after 5 p.m.

STARTS HEREi

5

FIVE
BEDROOM
modern beige brick
home. Two and one half
baths, three large
picture windows, two
and a half car paneled
garage. Central heat
and air conditioning.
Located on Main Street,
Puryear. For sale by
owner. 247-5257.

44 lots For Sale

POP UP CAMPER sleeps
6. Gas stove and heater.
electric
or
Gas
refrigerator. Call 7535464.

'THE BUCK I
Air=

46. Homes For Sale

Owner leer mg town and must
suit 4 bedroom home 'educed
from E32,000 to $25,000. Call
753.3263. Wilson Insurance end
Reel Estate. Istre lot eveiloble
tee. Cheep.

51 Services Offered

50. Campers

ificing
OWNER - S
brick residence - near
University - exclusive quality
unusual
genuine veterans opportunity - illness. Call
753-0940.

7 Motorcycles
YAMAHA MINI Endurp.
Motorcycle trailer. 197:
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.
48 Automotive Service
TWO GENERAL tires, 10
x 15 Scramblers. Nearly
new. Call 753-3336 after
5.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 BUICK Le Sabre, 4
door. $300.00. Call 1-3546217.
1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p,'m.
1963 CHEVY short bed '2
ton truck. Call 753-6901
before 3:30.
1974 AMC jeep pickup. 360
3 speed, 4 wheel drive.
AM;FM radio. Free
wheeling hubs, Pioneer
package. Call 474-2752.
1970 CADILLAC "Sedan
DeVille,chink control,
cruic011.510 AM-FM
and
tilt
ster,
telescoping steering
wheel, and all power.
$750.00. Call 1-3544217.

753-5719

YOUR LOCAL Marble Manufacturer

1974 YAMAHA 100 MX.
Excellent • condition.
THREE
BEDROOM
New rings. Call 436-5377
brick needs.some work., _ -aftcar5pm. Immediate possession,
$4200 down. Assume SUMMER FUN SALE.
FHA loan. Call 753-7865 9
1976 360 -Yamaha, 1974
a.m.. to 5 p.m. Monday
XI. 175 Honda, 1973 SI.
through Friday.
125.1-londa, 1974 XR 75.
Call .753-4641 between'?
THREE
and 5.
BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on 1974 KAWASAKI 450 MX.
Irvin Cobb Road. Call - 'Good condition. Call 753:
436-5434.
1943.

1974, PINTO SQUIRE
wagon. t'A 753-6848
after 6. Must sell.
1969 FORD 1 I MIN°, GT.
Four speed 350 clev,
cragers, ,tra good
,I1 after 4
('nod Itit'Ii
pit1 4119-247
1971 PINTO low gas
fishing
mileage.
car. 6300 Only interested p:,rties:Xell
753-6345.

Certified By EPA
Avoid Costly Home Repairs

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
NORIO OW1.011 and °penned
red job is fleshed

100 South 13th St.
Pooches

Do
,
Over 20 yea"

not sign

any COntreti

Phone 753-3914
Fish ond Shrubs.

awno.,
1968 CAMARO Leeds
Work. Call 7t7-2512 bet.
m.
ween 5 and

WILL BABYSIT 'in my
home for infants 1 year
or under. Call 767-2555.
KIRBY- Carpet Care.
• Steam clean one room at
'8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0.359.
ROY HARmON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill Work..."Furniture
repair, combination
windows and doers. Call
7531124.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing Jobs done?
Then call 7534614,
AERIAL APPLICA'TION
- Fertilizing, seeing,
and
herbicides
pesticides. Battles Ag.
Service. Call 489-2414 or
901442-0712.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, roofs sealed,
and Alcoa alumlburn
house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873
after 5 or weekends.
LYONS BROTHERS
Custom Dozer work. No
job too big or too small
Call Jimmy and L. W.
'Dub) Lyons, 474-2264.

.71

FREE
Termite
Inspection

1973 YAMAHA 150. New
tire and mufflers. $600. 1
Call 436-2305 after 5,p.m. .

ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey alter
p. m. 436-5896.

CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 7539753.

•

1974 MAZDA RX 4 station
BY OWNER - Custom
CRAPPIE HOLLOW wagon, 'excellent condesigned quality built
double lot on 280 and
dition, 4 speed, radial
home. Formal living
Lakeway Shores plus
tires, must -sell. $1850.
room and dining room,
mobile home. Excellent
Call 965-2818 or 965-4263.
velvet drapes, Strauss
well. 200" septic field,
crystal chandelier,
197$ VOLVO 164, sunroof,
wide driveways. Nice
kitchen with built-in
22,000 miles. $5,700.
trees. Good business
appliances (oven in
Paducah. 554-3342.
potential. $7800.' By
brick wall), den with
owner. Cali 436-2538.
large
fireplace,
1964 FALCON. 2 door, 6
bathroom with 10 ft. of
47. Motorcycles
cylinder. automatic. 30
cabinet space. Master
Ferguson tractor, new
bedroom (14x 16) with
1971 TRIUMPH Daytona
bushog, plow, harrow
full bath, 14' closet,
500. Good condition. $500
disc. Call 247-5296,
velvet drapes. Two
or best offer. Call 492Puryear.
smaller bedrooms, each
8128 after 5 p.m.
12 x 14 with 12' closets.
1970 CUTLASS Vista
Extra large utility room
Cruiser, 9 passenger,
1975
INDIAN
100CC.
with outside entrance.
automatic. double
running
Could be used' as 4th - Excellent
power and air. Power
condition. Looks sharp
bedroom or office.
wihdows. AM with 8fora
small
bike.
Knobby
Single car garage, all
track tape Has good
tires front and rear.
paneled, large patio, 90
tires. An extra nice
Asking $250.00. Call 354x 160-, let size, central
wagon. $1200 00. Call 18222 after 4 p. m.
heat and air, lots of
•
354-6217
753-2290.
extras. Call
THRIVING CATTLE RANCH - approximately 718
1972 TRIUMPH 750. $850.
South of 'Murray with year-around live
acres
1954
CONDITION.
MINT
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
Call 436-2635.
Water, numerous buildings and 688 acres under
Nash Farina.4 door with
brick, fully shag car46,000 original miles. --ferke.
peted,'baseboard heat,
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
freshly painted, large
1972 HONDA CB 350,$450'
lot. 'Paved drive. Call
Call 753-1966 Wards.
now to see,753-7835.
1970 I,E SIANS Sport
Coupe. 350 V-8. Power
1973 YAMAHA 100 MX.
Steering. air con'
Forward mounted
EXCEPTIONALLY
206 South 4th Street. Murray.
ditioning. inyl -top,
sNICE house for starter
shocks. Top end rebuilt.
Phone 751-5641;
.vinyl bin, ket seats,
or retirement. Enjoy
New rear bearing. Seals
console in fir. Has less
country living, 2 miles
dampers and tire.
than 56.000 miles, must
from town in this 2
Prestonc Petty fenders
see iln(1 drive to apand tank. Call 436-2742.
bedroom brick with
pieciatc MI- ear. Call
large ya,c1, big kitchen,
after 4 100 iii. Thurspacious living dining 1976 HONDA CB 360
T.
sday and Friday, can be
room with fireplace.
I.ike new. Can be seen at
seen all da -on..SaturCentral heat and air.
Kentucky. Lake Oil
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
day. Call 7-a934.
Company. Call 753-1323.
TWO
BEDROOM
FRAME, outside of
apWith
town.
proximately 1'2 acres.,
Call 753-6969 after 5 p.m.

51 Services Offered

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.

1974 FORD Pickup F100 32" CAMPER topper for
Custom. V-8, excellent ' long wheel base pickup 41°
condition. $2400. Call
CARPET CLEANING
truck. $150. Call 753753-6847.
experienced,-' very
8368.
SERVICE
QUALITY
reasonable rates,
Company Inc. Air
free
references,
1975 28' CAMPER self
1967 FORD PICKUP.
condition sales and
estimates. Quick drying.
Price
contained.
good condition. $750.
service. Modern sheet
753-9618.
or
753-5827
Call
reduced. Call 7534994
Call 436-2516.
metal department.
anytime.
Larry
Wisehart,
USED PICKUP topper.
PAINTING interior and
President. Phone 75351 Services Offered
Late model. Call 753exterior. Commercial or
9290.
5500..
residential.
Also'
ELECTRICAL WIRING
drywall finishing for
L & M Blacktopping, seal
home and industrial, air
1969 FIREBIRD confree
estimate,
phone
coating and repairs. For
and
conditioning,
vertible, new motor,
Atkins Painting, 437estimate. call 753-1537.
refrigeration, heating.
transmission, starter,
4534
474-8841.
Call
needs minor work. Best
NEED TREES cut, or
WET BASEMENT? W'ec
offer. Call 753-0650 after
DRIVEWAYS
white
light hauling.- Call 753make wet basements
3:30 p.m.
rocked. Sand and lime
4707.
dry, work completely
hauled. Call Mark Racy.
guaranteed. Call or
1976 GRAND PRIX SJ.
753-8384.
write Morgan Conmileage.
Extra nice, low
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
struction Co.,' Route 2,
Call 753-4705.
'or roof repair. Built up
GLASS WORK, mirrors,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
roofing. Call 436-2712.
aluminum store fronts,
42001. Phone day or
1972 DATSUN 240Z, good
auto glass, plexiglass,
night 442-7026.
condition. Phone 753ELECplate and window glass.
LICENSE
2691.
_ _
and G Complete FOR A FREE eltimate
.-TRKIA-Pf-and gas-- indo
will
Glass,753-01TO. 1
stallation
on all stump remdval,
1971 'DATSUN pickup,
and
heating
plumbing,
Stump
S
and
K
contact
condition,
excellent
LICENSED ELEC-.
sewer cleaning.Call 753Removal, 435-4343 or
11395. Good 1974 Vega
TRICAN prompt ef7203.
753-9490.
automatic, with an-.
ficient service. NO job
$12.45..Call A894.595.
too small. Call Ernest
WILL STAY with elderly
White, 753-0605.
FREE: SIX month old
people days or nights.
1967 FORD F-100 pickup,
calico kitten. Has been
.
Call 435-4169.
8 cylinder. See at FOR YOUR SEPTIC
spayed. Will make a
Murray Ice Co. Or call
TANK and backhoe
beautiful house pet. She
BABYSITTING, mother
753-1813. work needs call John
is a loving kitten. Call
of 2 year old girl will do
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
753-3994.
babysitting in my home.
436-2586.
1967 FORD pickup, blue,
Any shift, call 753-6421.
good condition. Call 753B
GUTTERING
FREE KITTENS. Call
9964.
SEARS, Sears seamless
753-3273.
WILL HAUL LIME or
gutters installed per
1973 CHEVROLET 3 seat
white rock or sand. Call
your specifications. Call
wagon, like new, fully
753-6763, Roger .Hutson, FREE male puppy, part
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
fiest Phone 753-6550.
equipped. Steel radials.
7534545.
tor free estimates.
46,000 miles. A real
"cream-puff." Call 753INSULATION BLOWN in
7276.
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
1970 SPITFIRE Triumph,
bills. Call Doug Taylor
must sell moving.
at 753-2310 fin- free
$1000.00 or best offer.
estimates.
Call 753-9407.
We provide a tried_and proven valuable service
to doctors, now operating very Successfully in
FENCE §ALES AT
NICE 1973 Montego. GT.
Florida. We need a responsible man oc_raroman to
factory air, power - SEARS now. Call-DOug
learn our plan and to open a sinall-meMeal office.
Taylor at 753-2310 for
brakes & steering, extra
in Your city. No experience necessary, we
free estimates for your
provide a complete operation with doctors
cleaa. Call 753-0698.
needs.
established in your area. 820,000. needed, earning potential 830,000. to 850,000. or more. For
50 Campers
SMALL SIZE dozer - ideal
full details please phone collect for Mr. Taylor
WHITES CAMPER
1305) 522-2692 or write: International Medical
for spreading. leveling,
SALES located "4 miles
Sciences Corp., 2554 N. Federal Hiway, Dania,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
East of Murray, on
FL 33004.
or 753-7570.
Highway 94 toward KenLake. Authorized Fan ...DOZER, LOADER.
and Star Craft dealer.
backhoe work. Grading,
Clean used campers.
hauling, and bushOpen 7 days per week.
Free
hogging.
‘')It• lot
_ Call 753-0605.
estimates. Call 436-2382.

WALDROP REAL
ESTATE AGENCY

DOCTORS NEEDED
FULL OR PART TIME

hoes

206 S

112=1:111

SEVEN ROOM house, 4
acres land, by owner.
$30,000. Lynn Grove,4354240. Leaving area.

R EA LT(JR 5

South 12th at Sycamore

A PLACE TO SWIM. You
would open the doors to
comfortable, private
casual living with your
own 20' x 10 fenced
swimming pool and 3
bedroom home located
close to shopping centers. This is the first
time offered and price is
in the low 30's. Don't
miss out on this one!
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222, for
an appointment to see
this fine home.

WALDROP REAL

111_,

31E IFIE

ICA.13k.

!I\

comfaot

PARTNER WANTED
FOR MEDICAL OFFICE

H.(Hardiman) Nix
For

Councilman
Ward II
It has been called to my attention bv some of my
friends that there are those who think that my main._
purpose in running for city -council is in behalf of.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet in order to sell the
cars..
and trucks.
This is nothing but a fabric ation on the .part of-.
some people who think only in terms of hurting
others.
(1.) My first and 'only ambition is to
help make Murray a better place In
live in, present and future.
(2.) I would have only one vote on.
any issue concerning buying cars or
trucks. (3.) I do not and will not do any bidding myse,y.
(4.) There is very little 1)r no profit in
selling cars to the city or county.
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet only does
this to benefit the city and county (I) For anyone who does think or
believe such a thing, I do not want
your vote or will not solicite your
helyslh any Way.
My thanks go out to all of you who
have helped support me in any was
If I am elected I will do my best to
make a good councilman.
Thank You
I.H.(Hardiman) Nis
Pobttrat ad pied for by th-e candidate

•
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1-egivis and Funerals I
I-5

Christian Church
Plans For Special
Services Sunday

Bro. Hoover Will
Be Speaker

The University Church of
Christ will hold regular
worship services on Sunday,
Special services will be held
May 22, at 10:30 a. m. and six
at
the 10:45 a. m. morning
p. m. with the regular worship hour on Sunday, May
minister, Bro. Kenneth
22, at the First Christian
Hoover,as the speaker.
Mr. Lawson Fennell, Dexter
Church.
the
be
will
Lost?"
Is
"Who
p.m.
Rt. 1, died Friday at 6:30
Margaret Porter will direct
sermon
subject of the morning
at the Murray-Calloway
choir with Jane Prince as
the
with scripture from Luke
County Hospital at the age of
organist. Emily Apperson and
Wayne
by
read
be
to'
15:11-32
85.
Caroline Schoenfeldt will be
Williams. The evening sermon
candle lighters.
Mr. Fennell is survived by
topic will be "Who Then Can
Helen Hodges will install the
his wife, Mrs. Lucy Holt Be Saved?" with scripture
new officers of the Christian
Fennell of the home address; from Luke 18:18-30.
for 1977_five daughters, Mrs. Maylon
Ernie Bailey will direct the Women's Fellowship
iCarleanl Williams, Murray; song service and Robert 78. A report on the retreat will Mrs. Alvie I.orene Lovett, Hendon will make the an- be by Lochie Hart.
The Rev. Dr. David Roos
Taylor, Mich.; Mrs. Gladys nouncements. Prayers will be
Cox, Paris, Tn.; Mrs. Bill led by Jack Wilson, James will give a mini sermon. The
Louise, Carr, Cadiz; and Lawson, Clarke Goslee, and anthem will be "Go Ye Into All
The World."
Mrs. Cliff ( Betty ) Goad. Pete Wyro.
Major Darrel McFerron will
Detroit; two sons, Homer " Men in charge of The Lord's
Fennell of Murray and Paul Supper will be Bobby Martin, be worship leader with Bailey
Fennell of Dexter; and one David Fitts, Bruce Miller, Gore and Auburn Wells as
sister, Mrs. LiddieHopkins of Gary Taylor, Joey West, elders. Deacons will be Voris
Paducah.
Barry Grogan, Tommy Reid, .Wells, Jim Boone, Ken Kellar,
and Fred Wells. Greeters will
Mr. Fennell is also survived Jace Wilson, and Roland be Dr. and Mrs. D. M. Doty
Goodgion.
by 23 grandchildren and 23
Nursery workers will be and Lee Stewart.
great-grandchildren.
Hazel Berkley, Judy Fitts, ''Vesper services will be held
He was a member of In- Stella Scarborough, Tammy Sunday at six p. m. with
dependence United Methodist Curd, Carolyn Colson, and special music and some
"input" on the retreat by Max
Church. Funeral services, Amy Doran.
which are incomplete at this
Bible study will be at 9:30 a. Miller and Dr. Roos along with
Lucille Austin and Marge
time, are being arranged by m.
Hays.
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
The youth will have a
Friends may call at the
potluck supper on Sunday
funeral home after 3 p. m.
night.
today.
.,

Lawson Fennell,

Nellie Burkeen

85, Dies Friday

Dies At Age 80
Mrs. Nellie Burkeen, age 80,
of Rt. 1, Dexter, died Friday at
7:15 p. m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mrs. Burkeen is survived by
six daughters, three sons.
three sisters, 22 grandchildren
and 17 great-grandchildren.
The daughters are Mrs. Al
Ovenai Eugley, Paris, Tn.;
Mrs. Paul Treva Burkeen,
Dexter; Mrs. I.. D. (Geneva
Wright, Fulton; Mrs. Homer
Livie) Fennell, Murray; Mrs.
John (Virginia Nell) Coleman,
Dexter and Mrs. James
(Mary) Phillips, Dexter.
Surviving sons are William
E. Burkeen and Euel D.
Burkeen of Murray and Rudy
Burke& of Dexter. Sisters are
Mrs. Belle Hopkins, Mrs.
Lovena Schroader and Mrs.
Nancy Burkeen, all of
Murray.
Mrs. Burkeen was a
member of the Independence
United Methodist Church.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete at this time.
Friends may call at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home after
2 p. In. Saturday.

Members Will Be
Honored At Church

Funeral For Mrs.
Mrs. Will Miller
Davis To Be Sunday
Dies; Funeral To
Funeral services for Mrs.
Be At Hazel Sunday Richard (Marion) Davis, who
Mrs. Will Miller, died
Thursday at the Johnson
County Hospital, Clarksville,
Ark.
Survivors include two
daughters, Mrs. Emily Ash,
Bell Flower, Calif., and Mrs.
Dorothea Grotheer, LaMarr,
Ark.; one sister, Mrs. Rozelle
Jann, Indianapolis, Ind.; four
grandchildren; five great
grandchildren. One son,
Edwin Dallas Miller II, is
deceased.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Elder W.
H. Grotheer officiating. Burial
will be in the Hazel Cemetery.

was killed in a traffic accident
Friday morning, will be held
in the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home at 1 pi
m.Sunday.
Father Martin Mattingly
will officiate at the services
and burial will follow in
Murray Cemetery. Prayer
services will be held at 7:15 p.
m.today.
In addition to her husband,
Mrs. Davis is survived by two
children, Tammy Lynn and
Richard, her mother, Mrs.
Anne McCann of Murray, six
sisters and two brothers.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p. m.
today.

REPLACING
Members of the First United
SYNTHETICS
Methodist Church for fifty
NEW YORK (API — Replacyears or more will be honored
at the worship services at 8:45 ing synthetic fibers with cotton
acres
and 10:50 a. m. on Sunday, would require 40 million near—
land
g
cotton-growin
of
May 22. Dr. James Fisher will
ly the total.arable land in Misspeak on the subject, sissippi, Arkansas, Louisiana,
Years."
"Through the
Alabama and Texas, according
'At 8:45 a. m. Margaret .to the Society of the Plastics
Porter will sing a solo, "The " Industry.
Lord Is My Shepherd." The
The essential role of manChancel Choir will sing "The made fibers such as nylons and
Lord Is My Life" at the 10:50 polyesters becomes obvious
when a theoretical attempt is
service.
to replace them, said
made
a
present
will
Youth
The
Jr., president
special worship service at 7:30 Ralph L. Harding
of the industry group.
p. m.Sunday.

Melvin B. Henley
Candidate For
MAYOR
CITY OF MURRAY
Democratic Primary May 24
Progress W$th Fiscal Pesponsibihry
Political ad paid for by conuruttee to elect
Melvin Henley. David Howell.!yeas

•

"f"fr Years Of
4

Honest, raober and
Efficient
Law Enforcement
Elect-

On The Ballot
Paid For By Max E Moms
•
-:::

IN TIMES LIKE THESE
You need
effective proven leadership
at the helm of
your county government.

WAYNE
FLORA

-4
A
.

.1 •

'

Candidate for
Magistrate
No.1 District

,•-• •

No. 3 on the Ballot

•://-

HAS:
served as sheriff of Calloway County 1950-1953.
served as member of Murray Board of Education 1961-1965.
served as first district magistrate 1970-1973.
served with distinction in the armed forces.
been a successful farmer operating two Calloway County farms.
been a successful business man serving more than 400 Calloway
County clients.
been continuously involved in the business and civic affairs of
Calloway County for many years.
WILL:
bring experience and know-how to the Fiscal Court.
bring an intimate knowledge of county problems and what remedies
can be effected.
makenaccoonntoinmuiinc effort to keep Calloway County out front in its exciting
growth.

KNOWS:
county government.
the Court House scene.
and loves Calloway Coubty.

VOTE FOR

WAYNE FLORA
FIRST DISTRICT MAGISTRATE
and give him the opportunity to work with your other elected officials
for the betterment of our fine community.

On May 24
VOTE FOR WAYNE FLORA
Poi Ad paid for by cor!didoto
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